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 CONCEPTION ET OPTIMISATION DE BRÛLEURS POREUX PAR 
FABRICATION ADDITIVE 
 
Mykhailo SAMOILENKO 
 
RESUMÉ 
 
La morphologie stochastique des mousses céramiques et les discordances entre spécimens du 
même type compliquent la création de modèles numériques lors de la conception et 
l'optimisation de brûleurs poreux. Une solution favorable, du point de vue de la modélisation, 
est l'application d’une structure cellulaire ordonnée dans une géométrie prédéfinie 
ultimement produite par fabrication additive. Cette solution devrait permettre d'atteindre des 
rendements plus élevés et des émissions de polluants plus faibles. Dans ce document, 
composé de deux sections principales, les procédures permettant la sélection des réseaux de 
diamant avec des paramètres appropriés ainsi que la comparaison des performances de 
brûleurs poreux avec différents matériaux et géométries sont présentées. 
 
La première section décrit la méthodologie utilisée pour l'analyse géométrique des mousses 
céramiques et la sélection des réseaux de diamants équivalents. Trois types de mousses en 
céramique SiSiC (10 PPI, 30 PPI et 60 PPI) ont été évaluées à partir de coupes transversales 
et de volumes 3D obtenus par tomographie aux rayons X. La combinaison d'une analyse de 
taille de cellule adaptée de la norme ASTM D3576-15 et d'un modèle de tétrakaidécaèdre 
préalablement développé a été choisie parmi d'autres méthodes pour déterminer la taille des 
pores. Après l’analyse des mousses céramiques, une approche de sélection des réseaux de 
diamant équivalents en termes de porosité et de perméabilité absolue a été proposée. En 
conséquence, trois échantillons ont été imprimés à partir d’un alliage de CoCr: une mousse 
de 10 PPI et une mousse de 60 PPI, ainsi qu'un treillis diamant équivalent à une mousse de 
10 PPI. Un banc d'essai du brûleur poreux à deux sections a ensuite été conçu et assemblé, ce 
qui a permis de mesurer la température, les émissions de polluants et les chutes de pression 
des différents bruleurs. 
 
La deuxième section décrit les procédures expérimentales et les résultats de six 
configurations de test qui ont permis d’étudier l’influence de la géométrie et du matériau sur 
les propriétés effectives des bruleurs. Dans toutes les configurations, les émissions de 
polluants étaient faibles et à la limite de détection de l'équipement, ce qui correspond à la 
théorie et aux recherches antérieures. L'application du CoCr a été jugée avantageuse dans la 
section amont, assurant une stabilité de la flamme et une résistance structurelle plus élevée. 
Le réseau de diamants s'est avéré être un bon candidat pour le remplacement de la géométrie 
des mousses en fournissant à la fois la prévisibilité et une rigidité structurelle plus élevée. 
Nous recommandons que d'autres recherches soient effectuées quant à l'utilisation de la 
géométrie en treillis de diamants avec l’alliage CoCr dans la section amont. 
 
Mots-clés: Brûleur en milieux poreux, Fabrication additive, Treillis diamanté, Tomographie 
informatisée, Taille des pores 

 DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF POROUS MEDIUM BURNERS BY MEANS 
OF ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING 
 
Mykhailo SAMOILENKO 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
The stochastic morphology of ceramic foams and discrepancies between specimens of the 
same type complicate the creation of numerical models during the design and optimization of 
porous medium burners. A favourable solution, from the modelling point of view, is the 
application of an ordered diamond lattice with definite geometry produced by means of 
additive manufacturing, which potentially allows achieving higher efficiencies and lower 
pollutant emissions. This document, describes procedures in the selection of diamond lattices 
with proper parameters and the comparison of the porous medium burner performances with 
different materials and geometries. 
 
The first section explains our methodology for geometrical analysis of ceramic foams and 
further selection of equivalent diamond lattices. Three acquired types of ceramic SiSiC 
foams (10 PPI, 30 PPI, and 60 PPI) were evaluated from image cross-sections and digital 
replicas that were obtained by means of X-ray computed tomography. Upon investigating, 
we found that pore sizes provided by a manufacturer were underestimated and discrepancies 
between them reached up to 100% for 60 PPI specimens. Combination of adapted cell size 
analysis according to ASTM D3576-15 standard and a developed tetrakaidecahedron model 
was favoured among other methods of pore size determination. After analysis of ceramic 
foams, an approach of selecting equivalent diamond lattices in terms of porosity and absolute 
permeability was proposed. As a result, three specimens were printed from CoCr alloy: 10 
PPI and 60 PPI foams, as well as an equivalent 10 PPI diamond lattice. A test bench of the 
two-section porous medium burner was designed and assembled, which allowed the 
temperature, pollutant emissions and pressure drop measurements. 
 
The second section describes the experimental procedures and results from six different 
setups that compared the foam and diamond lattice geometries, and compared ceramic and 
metal as materials. In all setups, pollutant emissions were low and at the detection limit of the 
equipment, which agrees with theory and previous research. The application of CoCr 
material was determined as advantageous in the upstream section, ensuring higher flame 
stability and structural strength. A diamond lattice was found to be a good candidate for 
replacement of the foam geometry by providing both the predictability and higher structural 
stiffness. We recommend that further research should be done on using diamond lattice 
geometries with CoCr alloy in the upstream section, and SiSiC ceramic foam in the 
downstream section for the broad range of lean combustion regimes. 
 
Keywords: Porous medium burner, Additive manufacturing, Diamond lattice, 
Tetrakaidecahedron, Computed tomography, Pore size 
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 INTRODUCTION 
 
0.1 The problem at hand 
More stringent emission standards and the depletion of natural resources require the 
development of advanced combustion techniques. Through numerous research efforts, the 
application of porous medium burners (PMB) has been proven as advantageous, since these 
PMBs provide higher thermal efficiency, lower pollutant emissions, and use less fuel in 
comparison to conventional gas burners (CGB) (M. A. Mujeebu, M. Z. Abdullah, M. Z. A. 
Bakar, & A. A. Mohamad, 2011). These burners also provide the possibility of burning low-
calorific fuels and lean fuel/air mixtures, which are normally nonflammable (S. Wood & A. 
T. Harris, 2008). These days, PMBs have widespread industrial (GoGas, 2008) and 
household (F. Avdic, 2004) applications. The most investigated design is the two-section 
PMB design composed of ceramic reticulated foams, where the upstream region with small 
pores acts as a flame arrestor and a preheater of incoming gases, and the downstream section 
with large pores provides flame support and heat recirculation in the porous medium (PM) 
(M. A. Mujeebu et al., 2009). 
 
Various approaches of numerical analysis have been undertaken to predict the performance 
of ceramic foams and optimize their geometry (A. P. Horsman, 2010). However, non-
uniform cell size distribution (J. T. Richardson, Y. Peng, & D. Remue, 2000) and low 
repeatability among specimens of the same type (J. Grosse et al., 2009) lead to difficulty in 
evaluating heat transport properties and combustion processes. Though ceramic foams can 
withstand high operational temperatures and provide good heat recirculation, they are subject 
to thermal shock and structural failures (V. R. Vedula, D. J. Green, & J. R. Hellman, 1999), 
which might influence the operational stability of the burner. 
 
0.2 Proposed solution 
For this reason, the development and application of porous structures with organized and 
definite morphology represent great potential for achieving the optimum characteristics in 
2 
PMB designs. The diamond lattice is one such morphology which has been previously 
studied in the laboratory of LAMSI (M. Dumas, P. Terriault, & V. Brailovski, 2017). For the 
production of such complex shapes, it is recommended to use additive manufacturing (AM) 
technology. In terms of the material, CoCr alloy, which is designed for application at 
elevated temperatures (≤ 1150	℃), is considered a good candidate for the replacement of 
ceramics given its better resistance to thermal shock and crack propagation. 
 
0.3 Research objective 
The research objective of this study was defined as follows: 
Study the impact of the material properties and porous media (PM) geometry on the 
performances of additively manufactured porous medium burners. 
 
To reach this general objective, specific project objectives were specified as follows: 
1) Analyze conventional ceramic foams using advanced visualization and image treatment 
techniques; 
2) Design diamond lattice PM with flow characteristics similar to those of the conventional 
ceramic foams  
3) Manufacture the diamond lattice PM using laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) additive 
manufacturing technique; 
4) Compare, experimentally, the performances of the foam and diamond lattice PMBs made 
of two different materials (SiSiC ceramics and CoCr metallic alloy). 
 
0.4 Organization of the thesis 
The first chapter presents a literature review which familiarizes the reader with combustion 
fundamentals and introduces the principles of PMB operation. The main parameters that 
influence PMB’s performance (flame stability limits, thermal output and efficiency, pollutant 
emissions, etc.) are also discussed. The second chapter describes our motivation for the 
selection of our experimental setups, allowing comparison between foam and diamond lattice 
geometries as well as between ceramic and CoCr materials. This chapter will discuss 
3 
methods of foam analysis based on CT scan data and approaches in designing the equivalent 
diamond lattices with further production by means of AM. We also describe the test bench 
assembly and the equipment used. The third chapter explains the experimental proceedings 
of six experimental setups and presents the results of temperature, pollutant emissions, and 
pressure drop measurements, as well as the assessment of PM structural durability after 
burning tests. The conclusion section provides a summary of the work, and the 
recommendation section proposes the next steps needed for advancement in the development 
of PMBs. 
 

 CHAPTER 1 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
1.1 Combustion fundamental principles 
Combustion is a chemical reaction between a fuel and an oxidizer which normally generate 
heat and light in the form of a flame. Flames can be divided into two types: premixed flames 
and diffusion flames. Premixed flames are formed by mixing fuel and oxidizer prior to 
entering the combustion zone, whereas diffusion flames are formed by diffusion at the border 
between fuel and oxidizer, such that mixing and combustion occur simultaneously (F. El-
Mahallawy & S. El-Din Habik, 2002). This thesis only examines premixed combustion. 
Moreover, in the majority of cases, methane/air (ܥܪସ/ܽ݅ݎ) mixtures are assumed, if not 
specified otherwise. This is dictated by the fact that natural gas is primarily composed of 
methane, and the majority of experiments are undertaken with this gas. 
 
An important characteristic that defines mixture composition is the equivalence ratio (߶). 
This ratio indicates whether combustion occurs for the fuel-lean (߶ < 1), stoichiometric 
(߶ = 1), or fuel-rich (߶ > 1) mixtures and is represented by: 
 
 ߶ = (ܣ/ܨ)௦௧௢௜௖(ܣ/ܨ)  (1.1) 
  
where ܣ/ܨ = ݉௔௜௥/݉௙௨௘௟ is the air-fuel ratio. 
 
Another essential feature is laminar flame speed (ܵ௅), which defines the speed of chemical 
reaction between reactants, and is equal to the unburned reactants’ velocity (ܸ) at stationary 
condition. Figure 1.1 shows the dependence of equivalence ratio ߶ on laminar flame speed 
and adiabatic flame temperature ( ௔ܶௗ). Laminar flame speed is directly dependent on flame 
temperature. Both ܵ௅ and ௔ܶௗ maximums are attributed for a slightly rich mixture and drop 
on both sides. The flammability limit ߶௠௜௡ < ߶ < ߶௠௔௫ is the point at which combustion 
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can be sustained. Beyond these limits, the energy release of combustion is lower than the 
required ignition energies (ܧ௜௚௡), and insufficient to provide self-sustaining flames (C. E. 
Baukal Jr., 2012). Preheating reactants lowers the required ܧ௜௚௡ and allows for extending 
flammability limits (B. Dikici, M. L. Pantoya, & V. Levitas, 2010). 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 CH4/air mixture: influence of equivalence ratio ϕ on 
laminar flame speed SL (P. Ouimette & P. Seers, 2009) and 
flame temperature Tad (R. Stone, A. Clarke, & P. Beckwith, 1998) 
 
Another important characteristic of flame is the formation of species in combustion products. 
Below is the theoretical combustion equation for stoichiometric (߶ = 1) Eqn. (1.2), fuel-lean 
(߶ < 1) Eqn. (1.3) and fuel-rich (߶ ≥ 1) Eqn. (1.4) mixtures (S. McAllister, J.-Y. Chen, & 
A.C. Fernandez-Pello, 2011). 
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 ܥܪସ + 2(ܱଶ + 3.76 ଶܰ) → ܥܱଶ + 2ܪଶܱ + 7.52 ଶܰ	 (1.2) 
 ܥܪସ +
2
߶ (ܱଶ + 3.76 ଶܰ) → ܥܱଶ + 2ܪଶܱ +
7.52
߶ ଶܰ +
2(1 − ߶)
߶ ܱଶ (1.3) 
 
 ܥܪସ +
2
߶ (ܱଶ + 3.76 ଶܰ) →
1
߶ ܥܱଶ +
2
߶ܪଶܱ +
7.52
߶ ଶܰ + (1 −
1
߶)ܥܪସ	 (1.4) 
 
The inevitable pollutant product produced during the combustion of hydrocarbons is carbon 
dioxide (ܥܱଶ), and for fuel-rich mixtures, the inevitable product is unburned hydrocarbons 
(ܷܪܥ). However, in real-world applications, additional pollutants are formed, with the 
primary pollutants being carbon monoxide (ܥܱ), nitric oxides (ܰ ௫ܱ), and ܷܪܥ even for fuel-
lean mixtures. Figure 1.2 represents the dependence of the main pollutant emissions on 
equivalence ratio. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Pollutant emissions of NOx, CO and UHC as a function of 
fuel/air equivalence ratio 
Adapted from J. B. Heywood (1988) 
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Formation of ܥܱ is mainly attributed to fuel-rich mixtures, and their concentration drops 
considerably by burning leaner mixtures (S. R. Turns, 2000). Formation of ܷܪܥ is also 
mainly attributed to fuel-rich combustion, though ܷܪܥ levels increase, while approaching 
flammability limits and quenching distances (S. R. Turns, 2000). ܰ ௫ܱ formation in the 
premixed combustion of hydrocarbons is attributed for two main mechanisms. One is prompt 
ܱܰ, which occurs at low temperatures for fuel-rich mixtures, and the other is thermal ܰ ௫ܱ, 
which occurs at high temperatures (ܶ > 1600	℃) (S. R. Turns, 2000). Combustion in PMB, 
due to burning leaner mixtures and high radiant emissions from the porous medium (PM), 
results in lower flame temperatures and, as a result, lower ܰ ௫ܱ formation (S. Gauthier, A. 
Nicolle, & D. Baillis, 2008; A. Williams, R. Woolley, & M. Lawes, 1992). 
 
1.2 Basic porous foam burner 
In this section, we present the operating principles and research findings associated with 
combustion in porous medium burners. 
 
Conventional gas burners (CGB) directly burn the incoming mixture by producing free open 
flames and releasing heat through a chemical reaction between fuel and oxidizer. PMB can 
be considered a modified CGB with an intermediary material allowing for the passage of the 
gas mixture and providing heat recirculation between the post- and pre-flame zones. Figure 
1.3 shows the operational principle of the standard PMB consisting of two different PM, the 
subject of this thesis. The distinction between PMs is often made based on pore size, which is 
defined by the number of “pores per inch” (PPI) or “pores per centimetre” (PPC). The bigger 
the PPI/PPC value, the smaller the pores that allow for the passage of the mixture, resulting 
in a greater flow restriction. Thus, PMB consists of the downstream combustion region C 
(big pores and low PPI) and the upstream preheating region A (small pores and high PPI) as 
shown in Figure 1.3. The downstream region also plays the role of a radiant heater, whereas 
the upstream region plays the role of a flame arrestor, preventing the flame from going 
upstream towards the mixture inlet. The combustion heat that is emitted from the burner is 
partially recirculated from the downstream region to the upstream region by conduction, 
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while the remaining energy is available to heat by radiation; heat dispersion by convection 
and conduction is also possible with the burner exterior body. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Heat transport in the two-stage porous burner 
Taken from F. Avdic (2004) 
 
Heat conduction from the downstream region to the upstream region allows for preheating by 
convection and radiation of the incoming reactants (air-fuel mixture). This allows the burner 
to obtain higher temperatures than it would without energy recirculation (D. R. Hardesty & 
F. J. Weinberg, 1974). The preheating of the mixture allows flame temperature to rise above 
௔ܶௗ. This configuration was studied by F. J. Weinberg (1971), who was one of the first to 
propose using the principle of excess enthalpy recirculation of combustion products to 
preheat incoming gases. 
 
One advantage of using PMB is that preheating the fresh incoming mixture allows the 
burning operation range to increase. Figure 1.4 presents a comparison of flame stability 
diagrams for CGB and PMB. Abscissa (heat input) is proportional to the inlet  
gas velocity (ܸ). 
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Flashback zone is defined as inlet velocities lower than ܵ௅, such that a flame cannot be 
sustained and the flame front begins to propagate into the upstream section. A quenching 
distance (݀௖௥) exists for flames that is defined as the critical passageway below which flame 
cannot propagate. For safety reasons, flashback arresting devices with openings, which are 
smaller than ݀௖௥ but still allow for the passage of the mixture, should be employed. 
 
Lifting flame zone is attributed to inlet velocities that are too high in comparison with ܵ௅, 
and that cause the flame to be displaced downstream too far from the burner’s edge. Further 
increases in ܸ results in blow off of the flame. Combustion in PM results in higher flame 
speeds and inlet velocities. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Stability diagram for CGB and PMB (CH4/air) 
Adapted from S. R. Turns (2000) 
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One of the first proposed designs for heat recirculation is shown in Figure 1.5, and was 
proposed by D. R. Hardesty and F. J. Weinberg (1974). The idea lies in the creation of 
adjacent walls between cold reactants and hot products pathways. Reactants enter the burner 
(blue) pathway and reach the combustion chamber where ignition occurs. Afterwards, they 
become hot combustion by-products that move through the exit (red) pathway. During this 
movement, hot gases preheat the adjacent walls through convection, which in turn through 
conduction, convection, and radiation start preheating the incoming reactants in the  
cold pathway. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.5 Section Cut of the Weinberg Burner 
Adapted from 
A. R. Jones, S. A. Lloyd, and F. J. Weinberg (1978) 
 
T. Takeno and K. Sato (1979) continued work on excess enthalpy combustion and proposed 
using one-stage porous media with high thermal conductivity in the combustion zone, which 
would be used as flame support and a heat recirculation medium. Their numerical results 
showed that the flame could be sustained for increased flow rate limits (in comparison with 
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conventional burners), which resulted in higher power outputs. Moreover, they found that the 
heat transfer coefficient between a solid and a gas (ߢ௚,௦) has a significant influence on flame 
structure. For high ߢ௚,௦, the flame is located in the upstream section which forces combustion 
to occur before entering the solid. By lowering ߢ௚,௦, on the other hand, the flame front is 
displaced to the downstream section and becomes more concentrated. 
 
The research of J. Buckmaster and T. Takeno (1981), T. Takeno, K. Sato, and K. Hase 
(1981) revealed two critical flow rates in PMB, above (blow-off) and below (flashback) 
which combustion cannot be sustained. Further investigation by T. Takeno and K. Hase 
(1983) revealed that an increase in PM length resulted in an increase in the blow-off limit. 
 
S. B. Sathe, R. E. Peck, and T. W. Tong (1990) examined various parameters for the 
performance of one-dimensional PM using a numerical model. They found that to maximize 
the radiant output, optical depth (߬) should be ~10, and the flame should be stabilized near 
the centre of the PM. Optical depth indicates how opaque a material is to passing radiation. 
To increase burner performance, the medium should be strongly emitting-absorbing and have 
a low scattering albedo (߱) which is found as: 
 
 ߱ = ߪ௦/ߪ௘ (1.5) 
where ߪ௦ is a scattering coefficient and ߪ௘ is an extinction coefficient. 
 
Experimental investigation of one-stage porous burners was conducted by S. B. Sathe, M. R. 
Kulkarni, R. E. Peck, and T. W. Tong (1991) using a methane-air mixture at low equivalence 
ratios (߮ = 0.5 − 0.6). It was revealed that radiant output, flame speed, and temperature 
increased with increasing equivalence ratio. The maximum radiant output was observed at 
the midplane of the burner. 
 
V. S. Babkin, A. A. Korzhavin, and V. A. Bunev (1991) experimentally tested various porous 
materials and suggested that flame propagation might be characterized by a Péclet number 
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(ܲ݁), which is a ratio of thermal energy convected to the fluid to thermal energy conducted 
within a fluid, and is given by Eqn. (1.6): 
 
 ܲ݁ = ܵ௅ ∙ ݀௣,௘௙௙ ∙ ܿ௣,௚	 ∙ ߩ௚݇௚ =
ܵ௅݀௣,௘௙௙
ߙ௚  
(1.6) 
where ݀௣,௘௙௙ is an effective pore diameter, ܿ௣,௚ is gas specific heat capacity, ߩ௚ is gas 
density, ݇௚ is gas thermal conductivity, and ߙ௚ is gas thermal diffusivity. 
 
Its critical value (ܲ݁௖௥) was found to be around 65, such that for ܲ݁௖௥ ≥ 65, flame 
propagation was observed, while for ܲ݁௖௥ < 65, the flame was quenched. 
 
Numerical and experimental investigation of two-stage PMB with high PPI in the upstream 
section and small PPI in the downstream section was performed by P.-F. Hsu, W. D. Evans, 
and J. R. Howell (1993). This conceptual design is the main configuration investigated in the 
literature, where upstream (region A) and downstream (region C) sections act in tandem as 
preheating and stable combustion regions (see Figure 1.3). In their experiments, the 
flammability limits of ܥܪସ/ܽ݅ݎ combustion were investigated at different equivalence ratios. 
When a two-stage PMB was used, in comparison with free flame, they found higher 
maximum flame speeds and lower equivalence ratios at which flame could be sustained. 
 
From the above-mentioned works and the information in section 1.1, we can conclude that 
there is promising potential in the burning of lean mixtures in PMB, which leads to higher 
flammability limits, higher heat outputs, and lower pollutant emissions (due to the possibility 
of stable burning at low equivalence ratios). Therefore, the following investigations were 
mainly focused on lean combustion and in particular: Temperature distribution, flammability 
limits and quenching, pollutant emissions, pressure drop and permeability, durability of 
porous materials, and the practical applications of PMB. 
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1.3 Temperature, radiant output and thermal efficiency 
The experiment conducted by V. Khanna, R. Goel, and J. L. Ellzey (1994) revealed that with 
increasing equivalence ratio (߶ = 0.6 − 0.87) and increasing flame speed, maximum 
temperature ( ௠ܶ௔௫) and heat output (ܳ) also increase. However, the radiant thermal 
efficiency (ߟ) increased with both lowering ߶ and lowering ܸ. Various PMB designs were 
tested in heat exchangers and overall efficiency of the system was found to be more than 
90% (D. Trimis & F. Durst, 1996), (F. Avdic, 2004). 
 
1.4 Flammability limits and quenching 
Flammability limits 
 
The flammability limits of PMB were experimentally studied by P.-F. Hsu et al. (1993), who 
observed that maximum flame speed ( ௠ܸ௔௫) in PMB was much higher in comparison to 
adiabatic laminar flame speed (ܵ௅). With an increase in equivalence ratio, ௠ܸ௔௫ also 
increased, whereas minimum flame speed ( ௠ܸ௜௡) was not substantially affected by 
equivalence ratio. By decreasing pore size (and increasing PPI) in the downstream section, 
they observed a decrease in ௠ܸ௔௫ and an increase in ௠ܸ௜௡, which resulted in a lower dynamic 
range (∆ܸ = ௠ܸ௔௫ − ௠ܸ௜௡) of the PMB. 
 
In another design of a two-stage porous burner, authors (R. Mital, J. P. Gore, & R. Viskanta, 
1997) observed flashback tendencies resulted from higher-than-expected preheating and a 
broader reaction zone. In analyzing the dimensions of the chosen porous foams, they 
hypothesized that this may have been due to their insufficient upstream and downstream 
thicknesses. (A. J. Barra & J. L. Ellzey, 2004) investigated burners with different foam 
lengths. They found that for circular radiant configuration, the safe and reasonable ratio of 
the foam’s length (ܮ) to its diameter (ܦ) is ܮ/ܦ ≥ 0.5. 
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The influences of various parameters were numerically examined by A. J. Barra, G. 
Diepvens, J. L. Ellzey, and M. R. Henneke (2003). It was determined that ௠ܸ௜௡ and ௠ܸ௔௫ 
were mainly controlled by upstream and downstream sections, respectively. By varying 
different parameters to maximize dynamic range, it was found beneficial to use material with 
low thermal conductivity (݇) and high volumetric heat transfer coefficient (ℎ௩) in the 
upstream section. In the downstream section, on the other hand, it is advantageous to use 
materials with high ݇ and high ℎ௩. A high radiative extinction coefficient (ߢ௥௔ௗ) was found 
to be important in the upstream section, which corresponds to small pore size. Additionally, 
with increasing ߶, they observed an increase in the burner’s dynamic range (∆ܸ = ௠ܸ௔௫ −
௠ܸ௜௡). 
 
(N. Djordjevic, P. Habisreuther, & N. Zarzalis, 2012a) investigated the influence of air inlet 
temperature on firing rate limits. By preheating the air, they found that they could burn leaner 
mixtures with higher firing rates. By comparing two ceramic materials, ܣ݈ଶܱଷ and ܵ݅ܵ݅ܥ, 
they found that SiSiC demonstrated better flame stabilization due to its higher heat transport 
properties, but had a lower temperature operation limit. 
 
Investigation of the operational ranges of different porous materials and pore sizes was made 
by H. B. Gao, Z. G. Qu, X. B. Feng, and W. Q. Tao (2014). ௠ܸ௜௡ in the downstream section 
was not sensitive to material; however, ௠ܸ௔௫ increased in the order of ܣ݈ଶܱଷ, ܼݎܱଶ, ܵ݅ܥ, 
ܨ݁ܥݎܣ݈, which correlates with each material’s thermal conductivity. By increasing pore size 
in the downstream section, ௠ܸ௜௡ increased, and that increase was accompanied by a 
simultaneous decrease in ௠ܸ௔௫ resulting in a decrease of total dynamic range (Δܸ). 
 
Quenching 
 
(V. S. Babkin et al., 1991) experimentally confirmed that flame extinction is characterized by 
critical Péclet number (ܲ݁௖௥) equal to 65, such that for ܲ݁ < ܲ݁௖௥, flame quenches, and for 
ܲ݁ > ܲ݁௖௥, flame propagates. After examining Eqn. (1.6), they concluded that for a given 
mixture (ߙ௚) and flow regime (ܵ௅), a corresponding critical pore diameter (݀௣,௖௥) exists. 
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 ܲ݁௖௥ =
ܵ௅ ∙ ݀௣,௖௥
ߙ௚  
(1.7) 
 
This fact motivates to the determination of materials with appropriate pore diameters in the 
upstream and downstream regions, satisfying flame quenching and flame propagation 
conditions, respectively. However, in the case of high temperature in the medium ( ௦ܶ), flame 
propagation is possible, which is attributed to the fact that reactions are not extinguished by 
cold walls. This process is called filtration combustion. 
 
A number of research efforts were undertaken to verify the criterion ܲ݁௖௥ = 65. (D. Trimis 
& F. Durst, 1996) investigated ܲ݁௖௥ for sphere packing at stoichiometric regime (߶ = 1, 
ܵ௅ = 40	ܿ݉/ݏ) by varying pebble diameters (ߜ), and found the critical value (ߜ௖௥) to be 
9	݉݉, which fit well with the criterion ܲ݁௖௥ = 65. Pore diameter of sphere packing in this 
case was evaluated based on the assumption of flame quenching in the narrow tubes with a 
diameter equal to the maximum pores (G. A. Lyamin & A. V. Pinaev, 1987): 
 
 ݀௣ =
ߜ
2.77 
(1.8) 
 
(D. Trimis & K. Wawrzinek, 2004) continued experiments with spheres. In their work, three 
different pebble diameters were chosen and the equivalence ratio varied by reaching fuel-lean 
(߶௠௜௡) and fuel-rich (߶௠௔௫) limits until quenching occurred. Variation in ߶ resulted in 
variation of ܵ௅ (see Figure 1.1), such that two different critical Péclet numbers were found, 
corresponding to lean (ܲ݁௖௥,௟ ≈ 38) and rich (ܲ݁௖௥,௥ ≈ 92) limits, which resulted in mean 
ܲ݁௖௥ = 65 ± 27. Another important discovery was the influence of mixture type on the ܲ݁௖௥ 
by Lewis-number (ܮ݁), which is the ratio of thermal (ߙ௚) to mass (ܦ௜) diffusivity: 
 
 ܮ݁ = ߙ௚ܦ௜ =
݇௚
ߩ௚ܿ௣,௚ܦ௜ 
(1.9) 
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Evaluation of ܮ݁ for various mixtures and equivalence ratios is described by J. K. Bechtold 
and M. Matalon (2001) and P. Ghanbari-Bavarsad (2008). For ܥܪସ/ܽ݅ݎ at various ߶, ܮ݁ 
might be considered constant and equal to unity (D. Lapalme, R. Lemaire, & P. Seers, 2017), 
whereas for certain gases, ܮ݁ changes with equivalence ratio. It should be taken into account 
that for ܮ݁ ≥ 1, the value of ܲ݁௖௥ was found to be approximately equal to 65, and that for 
gases with ܮ݁ < 1, ܲ݁௖௥ decreases. As an example, ܲ݁௖௥ for fuel-rich ܥଷܪ଼/ܽ݅ݎ (ܮ݁ ≈ 0.8), 
fuel-lean ܪଶ/ܽ݅ݎ (ܮ݁ ≈ 0.4), and fuel-lean ܪଶ/ܥ݈ଶ/ܪܥ݈ (ܮ݁ ≈ 0.3) mixtures were found to 
be 27, 17, and 6.5, respectively. 
 
The influence of various configurations of porous materials on flame quenching and flame 
propagation was investigated by H. I. Joo, K. Duncan, and G. Ciccarelli (2006). Flame 
arresting properties were compared between various ceramic mediums, and their efficiencies 
order from most to least effective as follows: Drilled plates, packed spheres, and foams. The 
criterion of effectiveness was evaluated based on ܲ݁௖௥ (with the higher being the better). It 
was found that packed spheres had superior (28% better) flame arresting properties in 
comparison to ceramic foams, which was attributed to the foam’s higher void fraction. 
Additionally, they confirmed the existence of two ܲ݁௖௥ corresponding to lean and rich limits. 
 
In various resources with experimental data, authors combine flashback and quenching 
results together which complicates analysis. P.-F. Hsu et al. (1993) indicated that flame 
during flashback was possible to quench only by means of 65 PPI PSZ foam at ߶ = 0.55, 
which corresponded to ܲ݁௖௥ ≈ 1.4. Such low ܲ݁௖௥ value might be attributed to filtration 
combustion due to increased temperature in the medium after continuous preheating. In 
contrast, W. M. Mathis and J. L. Ellzey (2003) provided results of flashback, which 
corresponded to ܲ݁௖௥ ≈ 14 and H. B. Gao et al. (2014) to ܲ݁௖௥ ≈ 4.5 − 13.5 (in both cases, 
downstream region was considered critical). However, it was not specified whether the flame 
was quenched or not. 
 
Represented discrepancies in calculated ܲ݁௖௥ were also analyzed by N. Djordjevic, P. 
Habisreuther, and N. Zarzalis (2011), who proposed a method where two Péclet-numbers, 
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based on laminar flame speed (ܲ݁ௌಽ) and on minimum velocity corresponding to blow off in 
PMB (ܲ݁௉ெ஻), were taken into account: 
 
 ܲ݁௉ெ஻ = ܿ݋݊ݏݐ൫ܲ݁ௌಽ൯
ଶ
 (1.10) 
 ௠ܸ௜௡݀௣
ߙ௚ = ܿ݋݊ݏݐ ቆ
ܵ௅݀௣
ߙ௚ ቇ
ଶ
	
(1.11) 
 
Linear correlations of log ܲ݁௉ெ஻ = ݂(log[ܲ݁ௌಽଶ ]) for ܣ݈ଶܱଷ and ܵ݅ܵ݅ܥ PMs were obtained. 
However, certain coefficients should be determined for each burner separately. Figure 1.6 
amalgamates the information from the various resources and demonstrates that for the chosen 
porous material and mixture type, critical Péclet-number and critical pore diameter can be 
found by defining lean and rich flammability limits. However, after reviewing the literature, 
we found discrepancies in the evaluation of ܲ݁௖௥, and further research in this field needs to 
be conducted. During operation, flame velocity should be set to an appropriate level such that 
the foam’s temperature ( ௦ܶ) at the upstream section does not increase to the level when flame 
propagation towards the inlet region occurs. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.6 Influence of various parameters on Pecr 
Pecr
Type of the PM
(foam, spheres, drilled plates, etc.)
φ
(lean, rich)
Le
(mixture type)
Ts
(filtration combustion)
dp,cr
Material of the PM
(FeCrAl, Al2O3, SiSiC, etc.)
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1.5 Pollutant emissions 
CO emission 
 
(V. Khanna et al., 1994) experimentally investigated a two-stage burner with a ܥܪସ/ܽ݅ݎ 
mixture. It was found that ܥܱ emissions mainly increased with increasing ߶. However, for 
fixed ߶, the minimum value of ܥܱ emission was found at the intermediary flame speeds 
located between ௠ܸ௜௡ and ௠ܸ௔௫. Maximum ܥܱ emission was found for ௠ܸ௔௫. Under these 
conditions, the flame front was located at the downstream exit plane and provided less time 
for ܥܱ oxidation. Similar results were obtained by M. T. Smucker and J. L. Ellzey (2004) 
and C. Keramiotis, B. Stelzner, D. Trimis, and M. Founti (2012). 
 
F. Avdic (2004) compared a conventional natural gas burner with PMB in a household 
application (using a boiler). This experiment showed considerable ܥܱ emission reduction in 
the PMB at the tested power ranges. 
 
The majority of investigations were made with ܥܪସ/ܽ݅ݎ mixtures and several attempts were 
made to burn other fuels. G. J. Rørtveit, K. Zepter, Ø. Skreiberg, M. Fossum, and J. E. 
Hustad (2002) investigated the addition of ܪଶ to ܥܪସ in a number of PMB designs, and 
found no considerable effect of fuel type on ܥܱ emission levels. S. K. Alavandi and A. K. 
Agrawal (2008) tested ܥܱ and ܪଶ addition (in the same proportion) to the ܥܪସ mixture and 
observed a slight decrease in ܥܱ emission with a higher concentration of ܪଶ in the fuel. This 
experiment also investigated the dependence of ܥܱ emission in the transverse location, and 
found that pollution concentration was lower at the centre (corresponding to higher 
temperatures) and higher near the walls (corresponding to lower temperatures). 
 
N. Djordjevic, P. Habisreuther, and N. Zarzalis (2012b) investigated the influence of the 
adiabatic flame temperature ( ௔ܶௗ) of ܥܪସ/ܽ݅ݎ mixture and found that ܥܱ emission increased 
with increasing ௔ܶௗ, a finding that agrees with supported theory. By investigating ܥܱ 
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emission in the axial direction, authors found that ܥܱ emission decreased from the burner 
exit, which was attributed to the post-flame ܥܱ oxidation. 
 
In the majority of experiments, ܥܱ emission was low and less than 60 ppm. 
 
ࡺࡻ࢞ emission 
 
In lean combustion, thermal ܰ ௫ܱ is the main source of pollutant formation. In the experiment 
conducted by V. Khanna et al. (1994), the authors found that ܰ ௫ܱ was less sensitive to flame 
speed, but mainly increased with equivalence ratio, which was in direct relation to ௠ܶ௔௫. C. 
Keramiotis et al. (2012) and D. Trimis and F. Durst (1996) confirmed these results through 
their own research. In the majority of cases, emissions were less than 30 ppm and often even 
less than 5 ppm or below the equipment detection limits. 
 
UHC emission 
 
R. Mital et al. (1997) investigated that ܷܪܥ emission increased in proportion to an increase 
in equivalence ratio, and a decrease in firing rate. The same finding was observed by W. M. 
Mathis and J. L. Ellzey (2003). In the majority of cases, this value was low (less than 15 
ppm). In the work of H. B. Gao et al. (2014), who used a perforated plate and  
3 mm balls in the upstream section, high values of ܷܪܥ emission (500-2500 ppm) were 
obtained at a low equivalence ratio (߶ = 0.6). ܷܪܥ emission decreased with increasing 
flame speed. Increased flame speed leads to higher flame temperatures that lower the ܷܪܥ 
formation at low ߶. 
 
1.6 Pressure drop and permeability 
Pressure drop through the foam is important to understand the flow regime and energy 
dissipation mechanisms, and to evaluate heat transfer/reaction rates (N. Dukhan, Ö. Bağcı, & 
M. Özdemir, 2014). J. T. Richardson et al. (2000) investigated pressure drop for various 
foams and found that they follow the Forchheimer equation: 
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 Δ݌
ܮ = ߙ଴ܸ + ߙଵܸ
ଶ (1.12) 
where Δ݌ is pressure drop, ܮ is the length of the medium, ܸ is the flow velocity, and ߙ଴ and 
ߙଵ are constants. 
 
The constants ߙ଴ and ߙଵ were taken from Sabri Ergun and A. A. Orning (1949) and required 
correlations depending on the obtained pore diameter (݀௣) and porosity (ߝ). As predicted, 
pressure drop increased with flow velocity and pore size (PPI). 
 
Comparison between cold states and operational states in PMB was provided by M. T. 
Smucker and J. L. Ellzey (2004). Pressure drop (Δ݌) was higher for a hotter reaction flow (as 
opposed to a cold flow) and in all cases, Δ݌ increased with ߶ and flow speed. However, for 
the reacting flow at high velocities (> 70	ܿ݉/ݏ), pressure drop experienced a plateau. 
 
H. B. Gao et al. (2014) also observed higher Δ݌ in hot states, though the difference between 
the two states in this research was not as prominent as the difference in M. T. Smucker and J. 
L. Ellzey (2004). By comparing Δ݌ for foams with 10 PPI and 30 PPI, the latter had a 
slightly higher Δ݌. J. A. Wharton, J. L. Ellzey, and D. G. Bogard (2005) compared pressure 
drop for 10 PPI and 60 PPI foams at various velocities. They reported that with the 60 PPI 
foam, they observed a much higher Δ݌ and higher non-linearity with increasing ܸ. 
 
Pressure drop through metal foam and various flow regimes was studied by N. Dukhan et al. 
(2014). They distinguished four flow regimes: Pre-Darcy, Darcy, Forchheimer, and turbulent. 
The modified Forchheimer equation was used: 
 
 Δ݌
ܮܸ =
ߤ
ߢ௣௘௥௠ +
ߩܨ
ඥߢ௣௘௥௠
ܸ (1.13) 
where Δ݌/ܮܸ is reduced pressure drop, ߤ is viscosity, ߢ௣௘௥௠ is the permeability coefficient 
measured in Darcy regime, ߩ is density, and ܨ is the Forchheimer coefficient. From this 
equation, reduced pressure drop becomes a linear function and dependent only on ܸ, which 
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allows for the determination of permeability and the Forchheimer coefficient, which define 
and characterize porous medium structure. 
 
1.7 Durability of porous materials 
The main materials used in PMB for flame support and heat recirculation are ceramic foams. 
Due to their high temperature operation limits ( ௢ܶ௣ > 1400	℃) and high thermal 
conductivity. However, ceramics are brittle materials by nature and prone to crack formation 
when exposed to high temperature gradients (P. J. Elverum, J. L. Ellzey, & D. Kovar, 2005) 
and thermal shocks (F. R. A. Mach, F. V. Issendorff, A. Delgado, & A. Ortona, 2009). These 
are the primary disadvantages of using ceramic materials in PMB designs. J. A. Wharton et 
al. (2005) investigated a two-stage PMB design, and after extensive use found that the foam 
degraded in the upstream section (small pore size, high PPI). This might be attributed to the 
fact that small foam struts are more susceptible to failure during thermal shocks and 
temperature gradients. Authors V. R. Vedula et al. (1999) confirmed this assumption, and 
determined that damage in ceramic foams is generally due to the propagation of pre-existing 
cracks and is strongly dependent on cell size, such that with a decrease in cell size the 
probability of damage increases. 
 
The main parameters that characterize the capability of the material to withstand structural 
failure are thermal shock resistance parameter (ܴ) and fracture toughness (ܭଵ஼). ܭଵ஼ 
characterizes the ability of the material to withstand crack propagation (X.-K. Zhu & J. A. 
Joyce, 2012), whereas ܴ characterizes the ability of the material to withstand temperature 
gradients and is found, according to J. W. Zimmermann, G. E. Hilmas, and W. G. 
Fahrenholtz (2008), as: 
 
 ܴ = ߪ௧(1 − ߥ)ܧ ∙ ߙ௧  
(1.14) 
where ߪ௧ is tensile strength, ߥ is Poisson’s ratio, ܧ is Young’s modulus, and ߙ௧ is the thermal 
expansion coefficient. 
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The higher the ܴ and the higher the ܭଵ஼, the more a material can withstand extreme 
temperature gradients and maintain structural consistency. According to N. R. Bose (2013), 
“Ceramic materials have a greater thermal shock sensitivity than metals and can suffer 
catastrophic failure due to thermal shock because of their unfavourable ratio of stiffness and 
thermal expansion to strength and thermal diffusivity, and their limited plastic deformation”. 
This leads to the hypothesis that the application of metal foams in the upstream section (the 
region of average temperatures and high temperature gradients) might be advantageous, since 
these materials have a higher resistance to crack propagation. 
 
1.8 Practical applications 
The best proof of PMB feasibility is its practical application in heat exchangers, which has 
been investigated by D. Trimis and F. Durst (1996). Trimis and Durst demonstrated: High 
efficiency (ߟ > 90%), high dynamic range (20:1), low pollutant emissions, more stable 
combustion, and much smaller size of PMB as compared to conventional burners. In the 
work of F. Durst, D. Trimis, and K. Pickenäcker (1997), the authors enhanced the power 
output and elaborated the porous burner integrated with the heat exchanger, which worked in 
the wide dynamic range (3-30 kW) with low ܰ ௫ܱ and ܥܱ emission. Application of PMB was 
demonstrated in one-piston and three-piston engines developed by S. Mößbauer, F. Durst, D. 
Trimis, and T. Haas (2001). F. Avdic (2004) presented an elaborated design of a PMB in a 
boiler system with both high efficiency and low pollutant emissions. Comparison of PMB 
with conventional burners in the household application was provided by M. A. Mujeebu et al. 
(2011). Once again, it demonstrated high efficiency and significant fuel savings (up to 80%) 
with much lower ܰ ௫ܱ emissions. However, their design yielded higher CO emissions for 
PMB, but still within the range of global standards. 
 
PMB application in stationary gas turbines was investigated by N. Djordjevic et al. (2012b) 
and N. Djordjevic et al. (2012a). These experiments demonstrated extremely low ܥܱ and 
ܰ ௫ܱ concentrations, as well as a wide range of stable firing rates. 
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Such works demonstrate important potential for the development of future PMB designs. 
 
1.9 Hypothesis and objectives 
Based on the above-mentioned works, Figure 1.7 graphically illustrates the main advantages 
of combustion using PMB. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.7 Advantages of PMB 
 
Despite these advantages, there are several drawbacks to current designs. One of them is the 
use of ceramic foams. Though ceramic foams have a very high temperature operation range, 
they have low resistance to thermal shocks and temperature gradients which causes crack 
formation and structural failure. Moreover, discrepancies between ceramic specimens of the 
same manufacturer and type exist (due to the specificity of the manufacturing process and 
pore clogging) (J. A. Wharton et al., 2005), which results in unpredictable cell distribution (J. 
T. Richardson et al., 2000). Application of these reticulated structures with uncertain 
morphologies makes it difficult to predict essential parameters (i.e. thermophysical 
properties, pressure drops, etc.) with reasonable precision (J. R. Howell, M. J. Hall, & J. L. 
Ellzey, 1996). 
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One of the proposed solutions is to use lattice structures with high open porosity (A. Ortona, 
C. D'Angelo, S. Gianella, & D. Gaia, 2012), (S. Gianella, 2013). The application of diamond 
lattices provides simplicity for numerical simulation during preliminary design, so that the 
results obtained for a limited number of unit cells might be extrapolated to the whole uniform 
structure (A. Ortona, S. Pusterla, et al., 2012). 
 
It may also be beneficial to use metal materials in the upstream section with low thermal 
coefficients (݇), high volumetric heat transfer coefficients (ℎ௩), and large radiative extinction 
coefficients (ߢ௥௔ௗ) (A. J. Barra et al., 2003). 
 
Hence, the application of additive manufacturing, in particular laser powder bed fusion 
(LPBF) of metals, may be beneficial in creating optimized porous materials with desired and 
predictable parameters. This approach would potentially allow for the improvement of 
PMBs’ efficiency and reduce their pollutant emissions. 
 
It was demonstrated that the selection of an appropriate ݀௣ plays a crucial role in determining 
flammability limits and in the safety of the equipment. However, in the literature review no 
satisfactory methods were found to determine applicable ݀௣,௖௥ with a sufficient level of 
accuracy. Moreover, based on experimental results, the criterion of ܲ݁௖௥ = 65 for ܥܪସ/ܽ݅ݎ 
mixtures should be verified, and so additional research in this field is necessary. Nonetheless, 
the determination of ܲ݁௖௥ is out of the scope of the current research which is limited only to 
the determination of ݀௣ in porous materials. 
 
Thus, let’s recall the general objective that was defined in section 0.3: 
Study the impact of the material properties and porous media geometry on the performances 
of additively manufactured porous medium burners. 
 
To reach this general objective, specific project objectives were specified as follows: 
1) Analyse conventional ceramic foams using advanced visualization and image treatment 
techniques; 
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2) Design diamond lattice PM with flow characteristics similar to those of the conventional 
ceramic foams  
3) Design and manufacture the diamond lattice PMB using selective laser melting additive 
manufacturing technique; 
4) Compare, experimentally, the performances of the foam and diamond lattice PMBs made 
of two different materials (SiSiC ceramics and CoCr metallic alloy). 
 
 CHAPTER 2 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
This section describes the process of selecting and characterizing ceramic foams, as well as 
the approach used to design diamond lattice structures. We present methods of geometric 
analysis of ceramic foams and propose an approach of selecting patterned porous media 
(PM) with flow characteristics similar to those of the foam. This section also describes the 
experimental setups and the nature of the tests that were performed. 
 
2.1 Selection of porous materials and definition of experimental setups 
This subsection explains how we selected suitable PMB ceramic foams and explains our 
decision to replace the foam’s geometry with the diamond lattice structure. Moreover, this 
section also discusses the motivations for selecting our experimental setups. 
 
2.1.1 Overview of ceramic foams 
To establish a clear understanding of what a ceramic foam is, it is necessary to define a few 
basic terms, as there is some ambiguity around the definition of “pore”. To avoid 
uncertainty, the definition used by manufacturers is employed in this thesis, where a “pore” 
is defined as the 2D opening, and a “cell” is defined as the 3D space surrounding the pore 
(D883-17 ASTM, 2017) (see Figure 2.1). 
 
Foams have complex morphologies with widespread cell and pore size distributions (K. M. 
Lewis, I. Kijak, K. B. Reuter, & J. B. Szabat, 1996). According to one of the leading ceramic 
foam manufacturers (ERG Materials and Aerospace Corp.), one cell consists of 
approximately 14 pores of various shapes and sizes. This is simplified by averaging pores to 
find a mean diameter (݀௣) of an equivalent circular pore. Initially, ceramic foams were 
applied in the filtering of molten metals. As a result, it was logical to define ݀௣ as a 
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characteristic size through which impurities might be filtered. Manufacturers of ceramic 
foams provide one important parameter called “pore density,” which is the number of pores 
per linear inch (PPI) or linear centimetre (PPC). Pore density indicates how many pores of an 
average diameter are able to fit along the reference distance. Thus, higher PPI/PPC values are 
associated with materials with a lower ݀௣. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Definition of “pore,” “cell,” and “strut” 
Adapted from ERG Materials and Aerospace Corp.  
 
In the ceramic foam manufacturing process, a replication of polymer specimens made of one 
of the following materials is produced: Polyurethane (PU), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), or 
polystyrene (PS) (M. Scheffler & P. Colombo, 2005). The basic flowchart of foam 
manufacturing is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Initially, the foam polymer template is 
impregnated with ceramic slurry. It then undergoes pyrolysis (after which the initial polymer 
matrix is removed and the ceramic carcass is left), and the freed from polymer void spaces 
are finally infiltrated with ceramic material. 
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Figure 2.2 Flowchart of the ceramic foam manufacturing process 
Adapted from A. Ortona, C. D'Angelo, et al. (2012) 
 
Unfortunately, the main drawback of ceramic foam production is that the final specimen’s 
geometry inevitably varies between specimens, even if they are produced by the same 
manufacturer (X. Fu, X. F. Viskanta, & J. P. Gore, 1998). This is due primarily to variability 
among the parent templates used, and at the stage of slurry coating. The latter occasionally 
results in the formation of closed pores (J. A. Wharton et al., 2005) that prevent fluid flow. 
This fact might be crucial for combustion, and informs research of alternative shapes that can 
be used with more predictable and controllable open-cellular structures. 
 
2.1.2 Selection of foams and alternative ordered porous structures 
This section explains the reasoning behind our choices of foam media for PMBs. SiSiC 
foams from EngiCer SA were selected based on their higher thermal conductivity compared 
to other ceramics (S. Gianella & A. Ortona, 2010). They were also selected based on their 
availability and successful applications by other researchers N. Djordjevic, P. Habisreuther, 
and N. Zarzalis (2009); J. Kiefer et al. (2009). 
 
As mentioned in the previous section, ceramic foams have complex morphologies with 
widespread cell size distribution and low repeatability. The resulting inconsistencies have 
motivated the investigation of structures with open porosity—similar to the foam—but with 
definite geometry. In our case, regularly distributed porous structures represent an interesting 
alternative. To define such an alternative structure, we use the Geometry-Material-
Manufacturing paradigm (see Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.3 Geometry-Material-Manufacturing 
paradigm 
 
From a geometric perspective, the specimen’s structure should possess both open porosity 
(ensuring passage of the flow) and regular cellular distribution with definite morphology 
(allowing for the prediction of pore and cell sizes, foam rigidity, heat transfer characteristics, 
etc.). One potential structure is the diamond lattice, shown in Figure 2.4. This structure has 
been previously studied in the LAMSI laboratory at École de technologie supérieure. The 
advantage of using such a structure is that it offers favourable mechanical resistance (B. Jetté, 
V. Brailovski, M. Dumas, C. Simoneau, & P. Terriault, 2018) and is easy to produce using 
3D printing. AM, or 3D printing, has significantly evolved in recent years and has matured 
enough as a technology to be used for complex engineering tasks (B. P. Conner et al., 2014). 
We were able to generate the structure using a MATLAB script written by M. Dumas (2016), 
while having the entire control on the geometrical parameters (strut size, cell size, etc.). 
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Figure 2.4 Diamond: (a) Unit cell structure; 
(b) Unit cell with struts; (c) Lattice 
Adapted from M. Dumas et al. (2017) 
 
An appropriate material for PMB should possess high operational temperature ( ௠ܶ௔௫,௢௣) as 
well as high thermal shock resistance (ܴ) and fracture toughness (ܭଵ஼), which inevitably 
turns our attention towards metals and metallic alloys. 
 
From a manufacturing point of view, this geometry should be fabricated in complex shapes 
with high precision, which we can do using a 3D printer. As a result, we selected the metal 
alloy EOS CobaltChrome MP1 (CoCr), that allowed us to 3D print a diamond lattice by 
means of EOSINT M280 (LPBF technology) with high precision (±50 ߤ݉), high ௠ܶ௔௫,௢௣ 
(1150	℃), and superior ܴ and ܭଵ஼ , when compared to SiSiC (see Table 2.1). The reported 
material properties were taken from data sheets (EngiCer; EOS, 2011) and open sources 
("CeramTec Rocar® SiF Silicon Carbide, SiSiC," 2018). CoCr, as a material, has promising 
characteristics, especially for use in the upstream section due to its low thermal conductivity 
(A. J. Barra et al., 2003) and high temperature limit (taking into consideration that the 
upstream section plays the role of the preheater and is not susceptible to the extreme 
temperatures found in the downstream region). 
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Table 2.1 SiSiC versus EOS CobaltChrome MP1 (CoCr), 
parameters of bulk materials 
 
Parameter Value SiSiC CoCr 
Density, ߩ [g/cm3] 2.8 8.3 
Maximum operational temperature, ௠ܶ௔௫,௢௣ [°C] 1400 1150 
Thermal conductivity (20 ℃), ݇ [W/(m·K)] 110 13 
Thermal conductivity (1000 ℃), ݇ [W/(m·K)] 42 33 
Thermal expansion coefficient, ߙ௧ [μm/(m·K)] 4.8 14.4 
Tensile strength, ߪ௧ [MPa] 210 1100 
Young’s modulus, ܧ [GPa] 270 200 
Poisson’s ratio, ߥ 0.17 0.29 
Thermal shock resistance parameter, R [K] 150a) 271a) 
Fracture toughness, K1C [MPa·m1/2] 2.5b) 100c) 
a) See Eqn. (1.14). 
b) (Z. Fu, L. Schlier, N. Travitzky, & P. Greil, 2013) 
c) (E. Ahearne, S. Baron, S. Keaveney, & G. Byrne, 2015) 
 
2.1.3 Definition of the experimental setups 
From our survey of the literature, a two-staged radial PMB configuration with a foam of high 
PPI in the upstream section (acting as flame arrestor) and low PPI in the downstream section 
(acting as flame support) was the most commonly investigated design and, as a result, was 
chosen in the current work. To conduct our research, we selected six experimental setups 
which are illustrated in Figure 2.5. 
 
Setup #1 is considered a reference, and is commonly seen in the literature as a representation 
of two ceramic foams in the upstream and downstream regions. Setup #2 allowed us to 
investigate how using metal material (CoCr) instead of ceramics influenced the burning 
parameters. In setup #3, the same metal material was used, however reticulated foam was 
replaced by a diamond lattice. Setup #3 allowed us to understand the influence of the pore 
organization (ordered or random) on combustion. Finally, setups #4, #5, and #6 represent 
various arrangements of metal/ceramic materials and random/regular pore geometries in the 
downstream and upstream sections. 
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To implement this experimental plan, 10 PPI (large pores) and 60 PPI (small pores) SiSiC 
foams with the same overall dimensions were obtained from EngiCer. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Tree of experimental setups 
 
Finally, 30 PPI SiSiC foam was obtained from the same manufacturer to study in greater 
detail the influence of pore density (PPI) on foam morphology. Note that each foam type was 
acquired in a set of two pieces to study discrepancies among samples with identical PPI. 
 
2.2 Analysis of ceramic foams 
2.2.1 X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) 
It is necessary to precisely determine the foam’s geometry to predict combustion processes in 
the medium and to develop numerical models based on experimental data. The structural 
irregularities of ceramic foams make them difficult to reconstruct with conventional 
computer aided design (CAD) tools. Thus, using an approach that allows us to obtain 
accurate foam geometry is necessary to achieve accurate results. For this task, we chose X-
ray Computed Tomography (CT), representing a non-destructive form of geometric analysis. 
A CT scan takes a series of X-ray measurements of a given object under various angles and 
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combines the results into cross-sectional images (an image stack) with the further possibility 
of recreating the object’s volume (S. L. Wellington & H. J. Vinegar, 1987). 
 
The main steps undertaken during CT scan of foam specimens are described below: 
1) The specimen was installed into Nikon XT H 225 X-ray μ-CT system (Nikon, Brighton, 
MI, USA). Data was obtained with 220 kV tube voltage and 350 µA current, and 
complemented with a 1 mm-thick copper filter. 
2) Obtained volume was reconstructed using the CT Pro 3D software (Nikon, Brighton, MI, 
USA) and a stack of image slices was obtained for each foam. 
3) The image stack was imported afterwards into VG Studio MAX 3.0 (VG) software 
(GmbH Volume Graphics, 2016). Surface, based on the greyscale threshold, was 
determined and the volume was recreated. 
 
Figure 2.6 shows a comparison between “As received“ and “Digitally reconstructed“ states 
for foams of each PPI type. As was mentioned earlier, each foam’s PPI had two specimens, 
and these were marked as #1 and #2, respectively. However, in this work, the graphical 
representation of results will be provided for specimens marked as #1 only. 
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Figure 2.6 Ceramic foams: (a) As received; (b) Typical cross-section image slice; 
(c) Digitally reconstructed volume 
 
2.2.2 Geometric analysis 
The importance of foam geometric analysis is dictated by the necessity to predict combustion 
processes in the medium. Two of the main parameters influencing the burner’s performance 
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are pore diameter (݀௣) and porosity (ߝ) (A. P. Horsman, 2010). Moreover, selection of a 
suitable ݀௣ plays an important role in stable combustion regimes and in the safety of the 
equipment by preventing flashback towards the inlet section. Additionally, ݀௣ and ߝ play an 
important role in characterizing the flow passage through the medium, which might be 
expressed in terms of permeability (ߢ௣௘௥௠) (W. Xu, H. Zhang, Z. Yang, & J. Zhang, 2008). 
 
Therefore, it is reasonable to find a relationship between geometry and fluid flow. Based on 
the cross-sectional image stack obtained by CT scan and volume re-creation, it is possible to 
investigate the influence of structural parameters (ߝ, and ݀௣) on flow characteristics (ߢ௣௘௥௠). 
 
The current section examines methods of porosity (ߝ) analysis based on the Archimedes’ 
principle and on the 3D volume re-creation in VG. Different cell size (݀௖) determination 
techniques are presented which, in combination with the tetrakaidecahedron model (L. J. 
Gibson & M. F. Ashby, 1997), allows for the calculation of the foam's pore diameter (݀௣). 
Absolute permeability analysis (ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙) was provided in VG and compared with ݀௣. Values 
for these parameters were obtained through different methods. 
 
2.2.2.1 Porosity analyses 
The following methods were concurrently used for porosity analysis (ߝ): 
1) Archimedes’ principle; 
2) 3D analysis of volumes in VG; 
3) 2D analysis of cross-section slices in MATLAB. 
 
Archimedes’ principle 
 
Porosity, by definition, is the ratio of the void fracture to the total volume under study: 
 
 ߝ = ௩ܸ௢௜ௗ
௧ܸ௢௧
= 1 − ௦ܸ
௧ܸ௢௧
 (2.1) 
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where ௩ܸ௢௜ௗ represents the volume of the void part; ௦ܸ represents the volume of the solid part; 
௧ܸ௢௧ = ௩ܸ௢௜ௗ + ௦ܸ represents the total volume under study. 
 
First, we made an attempt to determine porosity by using Archimedes’ principle (B962-15 
ASTM, 2015). Total porosity (ߝ஺௥,௧௢௧) of any part might consist of both open (ߝ஺௥,௢௣) and 
closed (ߝ஺௥,௖௟) states: 
 
 ߝ஺௥,௧௢௧ = ߝ஺௥,௢௣ + ߝ஺௥,௖௟ (2.2) 
 
From the examination of image slices, the closed porosity of foams (ߝ஺௥,௖௟) was small and for 
simplicity of analysis assumed to be zero. Thus, it was taken that ߝ஺௥,௧௢௧ = ߝ஺௥,௢௣. 
 
To find porosity using Archimedes’ principle, we chose water as the penetrating medium. 
From the above-mentioned assumptions, porosity using Archimedes’ principle was found as: 
 
 ߝ஺௥,௧௢௧ = 1 − ௦ܸା௖௟.௣௧ܸ௢௧  
(2.3) 
where ௦ܸା௖௟.௣ is the volume of the solid with closed pores found as: 
 
 ௦ܸା௖௟.௣ =
݉௔௜௥ − ݉௪
ߩ௪  
(2.4) 
where ݉௔௜௥ and ݉௪ are the masses of the specimen weighed in air and water, respectively, 
and ߩ௪ is the density of water. 
 
As a result, the apparent specimen’s density might be found as: 
 
 ߩ௔௣௣ =
݉௔௜௥
௦ܸା௖௟.௣
 (2.5) 
 
To obtain weight measurements, we used the OHAUS Adventurer Pro AV313 scale, and our 
results are presented in Table 2.2. During the experiments, we found that it was difficult to 
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obtain complete water penetration for specimens with high pore densities (30 PPI and 
60 PPI), which resulted in underestimated values. We obtained corrected values through 
volume re-creation using VGStudio Max 3.0 software, which is described in the following 
subsection. 
 
Table 2.2 Results of measurements using Archimedes’ principle 
 
Pore Size 10 PPI 30 PPI 60 PPI 
Specimen #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 
݉௔௜௥, [g] 165.0 173.5 212.2 287.2 140.1 121.3 
݉௪, [g] 104.7 110.2 128.1 163.2 72.2 63.8 
ߩ௔௣௣, [g/cm3] 2.73 2.74 2.52 2.31 2.06 2.10 
ߝ஺௥,௧௢௧, [%] 85.3 84.6 79.5 69.8 83.5 86.0 
 
VGStudio Max 3.0 (3D analysis) 
 
To evaluate the porosity of foams with high PPI, for which the application of Archimedes’ 
principle failed, VGStudio Max 3.0 software (VG) was employed to analyze the 
reconstructed volumes from the CT scan data. During reconstruction, there were two main 
parameters that influenced the final 3D model: “Pixel resolution” and “grey threshold” value. 
Pixel resolution is a scaling factor, defined during the generation of the image stack or 
calculated from a cross-section image as the ratio of known physical length to its length in 
pixels. Each pixel of the greyscale image has its value, and by applying a given grey 
threshold, the pixel’s domain becomes separated on the void and solid phases. Application of 
“pixel resolution” and “grey threshold” values result in volume recreation with correct 
overall dimensions and creates a correctly reconstructed shape. 
 
To accurately apply grey threshold, porosity should be a known parameter. One method to 
properly apply grey threshold is to use the previously described Archimedes’ principle and 
compare its porosity calculation (ߝ஺௥,௧௢௧) with the porosity of the digitally reconstructed part 
(ߝ௥௘௖). If porosities in both cases are equal, then the grey threshold has been applied correctly 
(see Figure 2.7). 
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Figure 2.7 Adjusting grey threshold to an image stack 
 
To conduct our analysis, we prepared image stacks of the foam specimens (675 cross-
sections each, resolution 0.06919 mm/pixel). The number of image slices corresponded to 
corrected height (ܪ௖௢௥௥ = 46.7	݉݉), which was lower than actual, or unadjusted, height 
(ܪ = 50.8	݉݉). Specimen edges that were out of focus after a CT scan were cropped. For 
the following calculations, corrected masses were used (݉௔௜௥,௖௢௥௥ = ܪ௖௢௥௥/ܪ ∙ ݉௔௜௥). First, 
the 10 PPI (#1) sample was analyzed in VG. Grey threshold value was chosen as the mean 
value from the presented grey threshold histogram in VG. Determined surface (ܵ௦௨௥௙), 
provided distinct fit according to material contours from image slices. After the specimen’s 
reconstruction and volume determination ( ௦ܸ), foam density was evaluated (ߩ௙ =
݉௔௜௥,௖௢௥௥/ ௦ܸ) as well as porosity (ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ) (see Eqn. (2.1)). Results of these analyses are 
presented in Table 2.3. 
 
Table 2.3 Parameters of reconstructed solids in VG 
 
Pore Size 10 PPI 30 PPI 60 PPI 
Specimen #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 
݉௔௜௥,௖௢௥௥, [g] 150.8 159.5 195.1 264.0 128.8 111.6 
ߩ௙, [g/cm3] 2.80 
Greyscale threshold 21876 20165 25407 24494 20229 12567 
௦ܸ ∙ 10ିସ, [mm3] 5.38 5.69 6.96 9.42 4.59 3.98 
ܵ௦௨௥௙ ∙ 10ିହ, [mm2] 2.01 1.94 3.60 3.60 4.55 4.06 
ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ, [%] 85.8 85.0 81.6 75.1 87.9 89.5 
 
The porosity for 10 PPI #1 foam obtained by VG (ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ = 85.8%, see Table 2.3) was in 
agreement with Archimedes’ principle (ߝ஺௥,௧௢௧ = 85.3%, see Table 2.2). Discrepancies in the 
results are due the fact that applied Archimedes’ principle does not account for closed pores, 
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which were detected in small amount for 10 PPI specimens from image slices. Eventually, it 
was decided to use the reconstructed volume of the 10 PPI (#1) foam with ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ = 85.8%. 
The specimen’s density (ߩ௙) was found to be 2.8	݃/ܿ݉ଷ, which was in excellent agreement 
with what was indicated by the manufacturer (see Table 2.1). 
 
During volume reconstruction of the other specimens, obtained ߩ௙ was considered constant. 
By knowing the masses of each specimen, target volumes were calculated according to the 
relationship ݉ଵ/݉ଶ = ଵܸ/ ଶܸ, where ݉ଵ and ଵܸ corresponded to values for the 10 PPI (#1) 
foam specimen and ݉ଶ, ଶܸ for the target part. After determining target volumes for all other 
specimens, we adjusted appropriate grey threshold values and calculated corresponding 
porosities. 
 
Cross-section slices (2D analysis) 
 
Porosities of cross-section slices (ߝ௖௦) were evaluated primarily for comparative analysis with 
ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ. The same image stacks used for volume reconstruction were binarized (converted 
into black and white images) with the same grey threshold values by means of the image-
processing software Fiji (J. Schindelin et al., 2012). Afterwards, a MATLAB script was 
written to treat each image stack and to calculate the corresponding mean porosities. 
Table 2.4 summarizes the porosity values obtained by different methods. Archimedes’ 
principle (ߝ஺௥,௧௢௧) was useful for only 10 PPI specimens with large pores, whereas for 30 PPI 
and 60 PPI samples it provided slightly underestimated values. The obtained values of ߝ௖௦ 
provided slightly underestimated values in comparison to volumetric porosity (ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ), but 
were in the range of reasonable discrepancy. Finally, for further analysis, values of porosity 
obtained in VG (ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ) were taken as a reference. 
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Table 2.4 Results of porosity analysis by different methods 
(shaded is the selected set of values) 
 
Method Pore Size 10 PPI 30 PPI 60 PPI Specimen #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 
Archimedes’ ߝ஺௥,௧௢௧, [%] 85.3 84.6 79.5 69.8 83.5 86.0 
VGStudio 3D ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ, [%] 85.8 85.0 81.6 75.1 87.9 89.5 
MATLAB 2D ߝ௖௦, [%] 85.6 84.8 81.4 75.0 87.6 89.2 
 
2.2.2.2 Cell and pore diameter analyses 
The following methods were used to determine cell diameters (݀௖): 
1) 2D analysis of cross-sections by the watershed method; 
2) 3D analysis of reconstructed volumes in VG by the watershed method; 
3) A method of maximal inscribed spheres using VG; 
4) 2D cross-sectional analysis based on ASTM D3576-15. 
 
Values of ݀௖ were then used to determine pore diameters (݀௣) based on the 
tetrakaidecahedron model (L. J. Gibson & M. F. Ashby, 1997) (see APPENDIX I, p. 95 for 
more details). 
 
Watershed method (2D analysis) 
 
One approach used to determine a foam’s cell size, which is widely used, is watershed 
segmentation (A. P. Mangan & R. T. Whitaker, 1999). This method uses the analogy of a 
geological watershed and applies it to foam, transforming an image into a topographic map 
with corresponding basins and peaks (see Figure 2.8). The main steps of the watershed image 
segmentation technique are shown in Figure 2.9. The initial image (Figure 2.9, a) is 
transformed into a map (Figure 2.9, b) that represents the distance from each void pixel 
(white) to the nearest material pixel (black), and the obtained distances are interpreted as 
geological depth. Afterwards, the pixels are filled from most to least deep. When 
corresponding “flows” from various basins meet, dividing watershed lines are created, 
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forming segmented cells (see Figure 2.9, c). The initial material is then added, and the area of 
each cell (ܣ௖) is calculated (see Figure 2.9, d). By using the described principle, we applied 
watershed segmentation for each image stack by writing a MATLAB script. 
 
For the evaluation of cell diameters (݀௖ೢ,మವ), cell areas were considered to be of a circular 
shape: 
 
 ݀௖ೢ,మವ = ඥ4ܣ௖/ߨ (2.6) 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Principles of watershed segmentation 
Adapted from A. Videla, C.-L. Lin, and J. D. Miller (2006) 
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Figure 2.9 Watershed 2D segmentation: 
MATLAB script (10 PPI #1 foam) 
 
After analysis, we created distribution histograms of ݀௖ೢ,మವ for #1 specimens (see Figure 
2.10). From the histograms, we can see that with an increase in PPI, cell size distribution 
becomes narrower and more homogeneous, which agrees with results obtained by F. 
Eichhorn et al. (2017). 
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Figure 2.10 Watershed 2D analysis: 
Cell diameter distribution histograms, dcw,2D (specimens #1) 
 
The mean values of ݀௖ೢ,మವ for #1 and #2 specimens are shown in Table 2.5. 
 
Table 2.5 Results of watershed method (2D analysis) 
 
Parameter 10 PPI 30 PPI 60 PPI #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 
݀௖ೢ,మವ, [mm] 3.79 4.03 2.43 2.32 1.66 1.67 
 
VGStudio Max 3.0: Watershed method (3D analysis) 
 
The “Foam Structure Analysis” module of the VG software uses a more sophisticated 
approach to provide 3D watershed segmentation (A. Videla et al., 2006). This is similar to 
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the previously described technique applied for 2D images, where pixels are replaced by their 
3D volumetric analogues, voxels. VG creates a distance map from each void voxel (the 3D 
equivalent of a 2D pixel) to the nearest material voxel. The farther a void voxel is located, 
the deeper it lies within the “watershed.” Like the method for 2D segmentation, void voxels 
are filled from most to least deep, until the corresponding cell volumes meet and watershed 
segmentation occurs. The software visualizes (see Figure 2.11) and provides detailed 
information about each cell that is found (volume, surface area, etc.). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Watershed 3D segmentation: 
VG “Foam Structure Analysis” (specimens #1) 
 
If we consider the cell volume ( ௖ܸ) as a sphere, then cell diameter (݀௖ೢ,యವ) might be found as: 
 
 ݀௖ೢ,యವ = ඥ6 ௖ܸ/ߨయ  (2.7) 
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Another approach is to consider cells as spheres with known volume ( ௖ܸ) and outer surface 
(ܵ௦௨௥௙) which leads to equivalent cell diameter (S. Liu, A. Afacan, & J. Masliyah, 1994), that 
is defined as: 
 ݀௖ೢ,యವ,ೞೠೝ೑ = 6 ௖ܸܵ௦௨௥௙ 
(2.8) 
 
After the “Foam Structure Analysis,” we collected information on each cell volume ( ௖ܸ) and 
outer surface (ܵ௦௨௥௙). From this, we created distribution histograms of ݀௖ೢ,యವ for 
#1 specimens (see Figure 2.12). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.12 Watershed 3D analysis: 
Cell diameter distribution histograms, dcw,3D (specimens #1) 
 
The distribution histograms were typical for ݀௖ೢ,యವ and ݀௖ೢ,యವ,ೞೠೝ೑ methods. However, the 
second approach (݀௖ೢ,యವ,ೞೠೝ೑) provided lower values of cell diameters, as it took into account 
cell shape irregularities. Irregularities can be characterized by sphericity (Ψ), which 
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demonstrates how closely the shape of an object approaches the shape of the sphere, and is 
found as: 
 
 
Ψ = ߨ
ଵ
ଷ(6 ௖ܸ)
ଶ
ଷ
ܵ௦௨௥௙  
(2.9) 
 
From the results of sphericity (see Table 2.6) and the cell distribution histograms (see Figure 
2.12), we see that with an increase in PPI, the cell’s morphology approaches spherical shape 
and the size distribution histogram becomes more homogeneous. 
 
The mean values of ݀௖ೢ,యವ, ݀௖ೢ,యವ,ೞೠೝ೑ and Ψ for #1 and #2 specimens are shown in Table 2.6. 
 
Table 2.6 Results of watershed method (3D analysis) 
 
Parameter 10 PPI 30 PPI 60 PPI #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 
݀௖ೢ,యವ, [mm] 5.1 5.46 3.09 2.95 2 2.02 
݀௖ೢ,యವ,ೞೠೝ೑, [mm] 4 4.28 2.47 2.39 1.69 1.72 
Ψ 0.78 0.78 0.8 0.81 0.85 0.85 
 
VGStudio Max 3.0: Maximal inscribed spheres method 
 
The “Capillary Pressure Curve” module in VG allows for the computation of a mean cell 
diameter (݀௖ೞ೛೓), using the approach of maximal inscribed spheres. This approach uses 
spheres of various sizes as probes and inscribes them into the void space between struts until 
the corresponding maximal dimension is found. 
 
We created distribution histograms of ݀௖ೞ೛೓ for #1 specimens (see Figure 2.13). 
 
From the histograms and ݀௖ೞ೛೓, we noticed similarity to the results obtained with ݀௖ೢ,యವ,ೞೠೝ೑ 
and a convergence with PPI increase. 
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Figure 2.13 VG Maximal inscribed spheres analysis: 
Cell size distribution histograms, dcsph (specimens #1) 
 
The mean values of ݀௖ೞ೛೓ for #1 and #2 specimens are shown in Table 2.7. 
 
Table 2.7 Results of maximal inscribed spheres method (VG) 
 
Parameter 10 PPI 30 PPI 60 PPI #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 
݀௖ೞ೛೓, [mm] 4.11 4.45 2.51 2.35 1.67 1.69 
 
Analysis of image cross sections based on ASTM D3576-15 
 
Cross-sectional analysis, which is based on the standard D3576-15 ASTM (2015), is another 
method that can be applied to characterize foams. This standard was developed to determine 
the cell sizes of rigid plastics, which are used as templates in the production of ceramic 
foams. In this method, slices are analyzed by evaluating the average chord length (ݐ஺ௌ்ெ) 
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found as the division of randomly drawn reference line length (݈௥௘௙) by the number of 
intersections with walls (݊௜௡௧): 
 
 ݐ஺ௌ்ெ =
݈௥௘௙
݊௜௡௧ 
(2.10) 
 
Finally, the value of the cell size (݀௖,஺ௌ்ெ) is proposed to be found based on the relatively 
uniform distribution of cells with spherical shape: 
 
 ݀௖,஺ௌ்ெ = ݐ஺ௌ்ெ(1.623) (2.11) 
 
 
 
Figure 2.14 Determination of dc,ASTM 
according to D3576-15 ASTM (2015) (10 PPI #1 foam) 
 
The MATLAB script was written such that for specific cross-section images with ݏଵݔݏଶ 
pixels, a number of intersections with struts (݊௜௡௧) and corresponding mean strut thickness 
(ݐ௦) can be calculated by drawing a reference line (one pixel thick) passing through the disk’s 
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centre (see Figure 2.14). We repeated the operation of drawing a reference line through 
rotation, according to the disk’s centre, in consecutive increments of one pixel at the image 
border (݀ݔ௣௜௫) until finally the whole image had been covered. The total number of reference 
lines is represented by ௧ܰ௢௧,௥௟ = ݏ1 + ݏ2 − 2 (for investigated images, it corresponded to ≈
3000 reference lines per slice). By applying this approach to each image stack of foam 
specimens, we calculated the corresponding values of ݊௜௡௧ and strut thicknesses (ݐ௦). To 
calculate chord length (ݐ஺ௌ்ெ), reference line length (݈௥௘௙) was taken as the disk diameter 
101.6	݉݉. We then created distribution histograms of ݀௖,஺ௌ்ெ for #1 specimens (see Figure 
2.15). The mean values of ݀௖,஺ௌ்ெ for #1 and #2 specimens are shown in Table 2.8. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.15 Cross-sectional 2D analysis according to D3576-15 ASTM (2015): 
Cell diameter distribution histograms, dc (specimens #1) 
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Table 2.8 Results of cross-sectional 2D analysis 
(D3576-15 ASTM, 2015) 
 
Parameter 10 PPI 30 PPI 60 PPI #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 
݊௜௡௧ 15.64 14.77 27.8 28.15 40.49 36.88 
ݐ௦, [mm] 0.94 0.97 0.69 0.91 0.42 0.39 
ݐ஺ௌ்ெ, [mm] 6.48 6.87 3.65 3.6 2.5 2.75 
݀௖,஺ௌ்ெ, [mm] 10.52 11.14 5.92 5.85 4.06 4.46 
݀௖೎ೞ, [mm] 5.54 5.9 2.96 2.69 2.08 2.36 
 
The calculated ݀௖,஺ௌ்ெ greatly exceeded the values that were calculated through previously 
described methods (see Table 2.5, Table 2.6, Table 2.7). This was attributed to the corrective 
coefficient 1.623, which was derived for the sphere packing case. As well, the D3576-15 
ASTM (2015) standard does not specify a required thickness for cross-section slices during 
measurements. As was noted by M. D.M. Innocentini, V. R. Salvini, A. Macedo, and V. C. 
Pandolfelli (1999), CT-scan images omit cell edges in thin planes, which results in 
overestimated values. Therefore, cross-section cell diameter (݀௖೎ೞ) should be similar to chord 
length (ݐ஺ௌ்ெ). Additionally, to evaluate ݀௖೎ೞ, we had to consider strut thickness (ݐ௦): 
 
 ݀௖೎ೞ =
݈௥௘௙ − ݊௜௡௧ ∙ ݐ௦
݊௜௡௧ = ݐ஺ௌ்ெ − ݐ௦ 
(2.12) 
 
Here, values of ݀௖೎ೞ (see Table 2.8) demonstrated a better correlation with the previous 
methods used. All the results (except ݀௖,஺ௌ்ெ) are presented in Table 2.9. 
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Table 2.9 Cell diameters (dc): Comparison between different methods 
 
Applied method 10 PPI 30 PPI 60 PPI #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 
Porosity, ࢿ [%] 
VGStudio Max 3.0 85.8 85.0 81.6 75.1 87.9 89.5 
Cell diameter, ࢊࢉ [mm] 
Watershed (2D): ݀௖ೢ,మವ 3.79 4.03 2.43 2.32 1.66 1.67 
Watershed (3D): ݀௖ೢ,యವ 5.10 5.46 3.09 2.95 2.00 2.02 
Watershed (3D): ݀௖ೢ,యವ,ೞೠೝ೑ 4.00 4.28 2.47 2.39 1.69 1.72 
Inscribed spheres: ݀௖ೞ೛೓ 4.11 4.45 2.51 2.35 1.67 1.69 
Cross-section: ݀௖೎ೞ 5.54 5.90 2.96 2.69 2.08 2.36 
 
Nevertheless, from the obtained cell size results (݀௖), it is difficult to determine which is the 
most representative method, as the manufacturer characterizes foams in terms of ݀௣ (by 
providing PPI). To find the ݀௣ of foams, L. J. Gibson and M. F. Ashby (1997) suggested 
replacing the foam’s cell with a tetrakaidecahedron unit cell, which consists of 14 facets (8 
hexagons and 6 squares) (see Figure 2.16). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.16 Tetrakaidecahedron unit cell 
 
Thus, after determining mean cell sizes (݀௖), the tetrakaidecahedron model was used for 
further evaluation of pore diameters (݀௣) based on the developed correlation for the 
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equivalent diameter (݀௣,௘௤) as a function of cell size and porosity (see APPENDIX I, p. 95 
for detailed analysis): 
 
 ݀௣,௘௤ = ݀௖(0.1306ߝଵଶ.ଶ଼ + 0.4114) (2.13) 
 
The results of ݀௣,௘௤ calculations using Table 2.9 data are presented in Table 2.10. 
 
Table 2.10 Pore diameters (dp): Comparison between different methods 
 
Applied method 10 PPI 30 PPI 60 PPI #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 
Pore diameter, ࢊ࢖ [mm] 
Watershed (2D): ݀௣ೢ,మವ 1.62 1.72 1.02 0.96 0.69 0.71 
Watershed (3D): ݀௣ೢ,యವ 2.20 2.34 1.30 1.22 0.87 0.9 
Watershed (3D): ݀௣ೢ,యವ,ೞೠೝ೑ 1.72 1.83 1.05 1.00 0.74 0.76 
Inscribed spheres: ݀௣ೞ೛೓ 1.77 1.91 1.06 0.98 0.73 0.75 
Cross-section: ݀௣೎ೞ 2.39 2.53 1.25 1.12 0.91 1.05 
Manual measurements in VG: ݀௣,௏ீ 2.28 1.37 0.95 
Manufacturer: ݀௣೘ೌ೙ 2.54 0.85 0.42 
 
Comments on the cell/pore diameters analyses 
 
In their analysis of 2D slices, A. M. Williams, C. P. Garner, and J. G. P. Binner (2008) 
demonstrated that by considering cells as spheres, actual ݀௖ can be found by dividing the 
average cell diameter found for 2D slices by 0.79. This value has been confirmed by 
comparing values between 2D and 3D watershed methods (݀௖ೢ,మವ/݀௖ೢ,యವ). For 10 PPI 
specimens, however, this factor was lower—in the range of 0.73-0.74—which was due to 
lower sphericity and more ellipsoidal cell geometry. It was observed that by increasing PPI, 
the cell’s shape converged to a spherical shape and to the ratio of 0.79. 
 
Difference in ݀௣ among different methods reached up to 50%, which demonstrates the 
complexity in the analysis of ceramic foams and further uncertainty in the evaluation of 
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pores. By providing a comparison of our results, they can be presented in the order shown 
below: 
 
݀௣ೢ,మವ <శఱ.ల% ݀௣ೢ,యವ,ೞೠೝ೑ <శమ.య% ݀௣ೞ೛೓ <శమమ.ఱ% ݀௣ೢ,యವ <శఴ.ల% ݀௣೎ೞ 
 
The percentage values represent the average difference between the methods that were 
compared. The studied approaches may be further divided into two groups with result 
discrepancies less than 10%: “݀௣ೢ,మವ <శఱ.ల% ݀௣ೢ,యವ,ೞೠೝ೑ <శమ.య% ݀௣ೞ೛೓” and 
“݀௣ೢ,యವ <శఴ.ల% ݀௣೎ೞ”. 
 
Other methods of cell and pore analysis that we found in the literature can be found in 
APPENDIX III (p. 103). By analyzing our results, we can conclude that values only 
correlated well for foams with low PPI (10 PPI). For higher PPI values (30 PPI and 60 PPI), 
various methods gave results that deviated from one another. The best convergence observed 
within this work was among values of ݀௣,௖௦ and J.-F. Despois and A. Mortensen (2005). 
However, use of the latter resulted in high discrepancies for structures with low porosity (i.e. 
30 PPI #2 foam with ߝ = 74.8	%), which was rather an exception in our case. 
 
By comparing the obtained results with the one indicated by the manufacturer (݀௣೘ೌ೙), none 
of the forms of analysis provided good convergence for the whole PPI range. This moved us 
to use absolute permeability analysis to find which method of ݀௣ determination might be 
chosen as characteristic for the foam’s geometry. 
 
2.2.2.3 Absolute permeability 
Absolute permeability (ߢ௣௘௥௠) is a medium’s ability to transmit fluid through itself, and is a 
parameter characterized by the medium’s geometry. ߢ௣௘௥௠ is found in the second-order 
Forchheimer equation, allowing definition of the pressure drop (Δ݌) through certain media: 
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 Δ݌
ܮ =
ߤ
ߢ௣௘௥௠ ܸ +
ߩܨ
ඥߢ௣௘௥௠
ܸଶ (2.14) 
where ߤ represents the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ߩ represents the density of the fluid, ܸ 
represents fluid velocity, ܨ represents the Forchheimer coefficient, ܮ represents the length of 
the medium. 
 
The “Absolute Permeability Experiment” module in VGStudio Max 3.0 allows for the 
computation of permeability in the predefined volume. This method uses stationary low-
Reynolds flow of an incompressible fluid through the voids of a porous material which are 
assumed to be completely flooded (GmbH Volume Graphics, 2016). This simulates the 
Stokes flow, or creeping flow, which is a simplification of the stationary Navier-Stokes 
equation for an incompressible fluid at low Reynolds numbers (i.e. low-flow velocity or high 
viscosity). According to Darcy’s law, ߢ௣௘௥௠ is computed from the simulation result as: 
 
 ߢ௣௘௥௠ = ܸ ∙ ߤ ∙ ܮ/Δ݌ (2.15) 
 
By specifying ܮ (found from the selected volume domain) and ߤ (fluid type), in the 
“Absolute Permeability Experiment” module of VG, there were two forms of analysis: 
1) By specifying the total pressure drop (Δ݌), it provides results of the total flow rate ( ሶܳ ) 
and recalculates it into the form of the flow speed (ܸ) for each cross-section; 
2) By specifying the total flow rate ( ሶܳ ), it is recalculated into the form of the flow speed (ܸ) 
for each cross-section and, finally, provides results for total pressure drop (Δ݌). 
 
However, through sensitivity analysis (by varying initial conditions of Δ݌ and ሶܳ  in both 
cases), it was found that ߢ௣௘௥௠ is the geometry-only dependent parameter. The absolute 
permeability results of the foams ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙ are presented in Table 2.11. 
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Table 2.11 Absolute permeability of foams (κperm,f) 
 
Parameter 10 PPI 30 PPI 60 PPI #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 
ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙, [108·m2] 30.83 32.68 9.97 7.73 4.39 6.13 
 
Based on the notion that ߢ௣௘௥௠ is a geometric characteristic, it is of interest to find its 
dependence on geometric parameters (ߝ, ݀௣). We analyzed the dependence of ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙ on the 
provided PPI values (see Figure 2.17) and compared it with the ߢ௣௘௥௠(ܲܲܫ) analyzed by M. 
D.M. Innocentini et al. (1999); J. T. Richardson et al. (2000), and K. Boomsma and D. 
Poulikakos (2001). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.17 Comparison of the absolute 
permeability results with previous works 
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Generally, simulated data overpredicted the results from other works, which may be in part 
due to differences in foam properties (porosity, cell/pore size, etc.). However, the results 
were close to those found by K. Boomsma and D. Poulikakos (2001) and similar trends were 
observed. Thus, the method of ߢ௣௘௥௠ analysis provided by VG software can be considered 
applicable for comparative study between various geometries. 
 
Afterwards, dependence of ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙ on the calculated pore diameters (see Table 2.10) was 
investigated (see Figure 2.18). As can be seen from Figure 2.18 the best fit for prediction of 
ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙ in the foam specimens (according to the ܴଶ coefficient) was obtained for the method 
of cross-section analysis (݀௣೎ೞ, ܴଶ = 0.9990). 
 
Another parameter that is often used as a characteristic for the prediction of ߢ௣௘௥௠ is 
hydraulic diameter (݀௛) (B. Dietrich, W. Schabel, M. Kind, & H. Martin, 2009; O. Pitois, E. 
Lorenceau, N. Louvet, & F. Rouyer, 2009). By definition, ݀௛ is an equivalent diameter of the 
opening area (ܣ) with wetted perimeter (ܲ), found as: 
 
 ݀௛ = 4
ܣ
ܲ (2.16) 
 
To evaluate ݀௛, a MATLAB script was written that allowed for the calculation of ܣ and ܲ in 
each cross-section, and the mean values of ݀௛ for each image stack were obtained  
(see Table 2.12). 
 
Table 2.12 Hydraulic diameters of foams (dh/dh,c) 
 
Parameter 10 PPI 30 PPI 60 PPI #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 
݀௛, [mm] 8.85 9.08 4.64 4.28 4.27 4.97 
݀௛,௖, [mm] 6.46 6.64 3.43 3.16 2.93 3.32 
ߝ, [%] 85.8 85.0 81.6 75.1 87.9 89.5 
ܵ௩, [m-1] 531 512 951 950 1202 1078 
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Figure 2.18 Dependence of absolute permeability (κperm,f) on 
pore diameters (dp) determined using different techniques: 
(a) Watershed 2D (dpw,2D), watershed 3D (dpw,3D), watershed 3D (surface) (dpw,3D,surf); 
(b) Maximal inscribed spheres (dpsph), cross-sectional 2D (dpcs), manufacturer (dpman) 
 
The alternative method for the evaluation of the hydraulic diameter is based on the 
assumption of the equivalent cylindrical diameter (݀௛,௖). According to A. Schlegel, P. Benz, 
and S. Buser (1993), this can be found as: 
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 ݀௛,௖ = 4 ௩ܸ௢௜ௗܵ௦௨௥௙ = 4
ߝ
ܵ௩ 
(2.17) 
where ܵ௩ = ܵ௦௨௥௙/ ௧ܸ௢௧ is the specific surface. 
 
By investigating pressure drops in porous foams with various PPI, (B. Dietrich et al., 2009) 
proposed the next correlation of the Forchheimer equation: 
 
 Δ݌
ܮ = 110
ߤ
ߝ ∙ ݀௛,௖ଶ
ܸ + 1.45 ߩߝଶ ∙ ݀௛,௖ ܸ
ଶ (2.18) 
 
From which we can see that: 
 
 ߢ௣௘௥௠,஽ =
ߝ ∙ ݀௛,௖ଶ
110  
(2.19) 
 
Figure 2.19 demonstrates the dependence of absolute permeability on hydraulic diameters. 
Results of ݀௛ obtained from 2D image slices did not correlate well with ݇௣௘௥௠,௙ for 30 PPI 
and 60 PPI specimens. Due to this, it might be assumed that high PPI foams require image 
slices with higher resolution that allow for a more accurate determination of ܣ and ܲ [see 
Eqn. (2.16)]. Considering results for ݀௛,௖, they provided a better fit for the prediction of 
݇௣௘௥௠ and a good convergence between VG and the correlation proposed by B. Dietrich et al. 
(2009). 
 
Finally, pore diameters found using the cross-sectional analysis method provided the best fit 
(based on the ܴଶ coefficient) to predict ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙. Thus, ݀௣೎ೞ was considered as the 
characteristic parameter of the foam specimens and was selected to design equivalent 
diamond lattices. Hence, correlation for ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙ = ݂(݀௣೎ೞ) was found as: 
 
 ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙ = 17.88 ∙ 10ିହ ∙ ݀௣೎ೞ − 12.28 ∙ 10ି଼	[݉ଶ] (2.20) 
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Figure 2.19 Dependence of absolute permeability (κperm) on 
hydraulic diameters (dh) 
 
Discrepancy among specimens of the same PPI was evaluated based on ݀௣೎ೞ parameter and 
represented 5.9 %, 11.6 %, and 15.4 % for 10 PPI, 30 PPI and 60 PPI foams, respectively. 
From these values it might be concluded that discrepancy among specimens having the same 
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porosity increases with increasing PPI. This result suggests that control over pore size 
becomes more difficult as pore size decrease. This observed discrepancy favourably supports 
our approach of using diamond lattice to obtain controlled and predictable foam geometry for 
PMB. 
 
2.3 Diamond lattice design and analysis 
Figure 2.20 illustrates three main phases of the diamond lattice structure generation using a 
MATLAB script written by M. Dumas et al. (2017). Two sets of input data are used (Figure 
2.20a): 1. an STL-file of a body to be filled with lattices, which, in our case, corresponds to 
the disk-like ∅101.6x50.8 mm volumes, and 2. a series of data related to the diamond lattice 
structure: the strut thickness (ts), the size of a single diamond unit cell (a), and the replication 
number of unitary cells in x-, y-, and z-directions (nx, ny, nz). Next, voxelization of the 
volumetric domain takes place (Figure 2.20b), and, finally, the voxels are replaced by 
diamond cells to form a disk-shaped specimen filled with diamond lattices of a given 
geometry (Figure 2.20c). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.20 Voxelization and lattice generation : 
(a) Input data: volume domain and unit cell definition; (b) voxelization and voxel 
replacement; (c) lattice generation 
Adapted from B. Jetté et al. (2018) 
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Prior to analysis, the geometry of the diamond lattice was investigated and relationships of 
interest were found (see APPENDIX II, p. 99). This allowed us to find all the required 
geometric parameters (ߝ, nx, ny, nz, etc.) by defining unit cell size (a) and strut thickness (ts). 
 
To find the equivalent to the foam lattice design, three criteria of equivalency were 
established: the first being absolute permeability (ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙), which characterizes flow 
behaviour, and the second and third being porosity (ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ) and pore diameter (݀௣,௖௦), 
respectively, which characterize overall lattice geometry. 
 
By treating a unit cell size “ܽ” as a scaling factor, we obtained solutions for a structure with 
ܽ = 1 and the dimensionless parameter ܽ/ݐ௦. Further, the results could easily be expanded 
into a general form by applying the corresponding scaling factor “ܽ௡”. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.21 Characteristic diamond lattice volume for 
absolute permeability analysis 
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For our analysis, we used a diamond lattice with unit cell size ܽ = 1 and 8.5ݔ8.5ݔ8.5 unit 
cells (see Figure 2.21). Geometric parameters varied by varying strut thickness (ݐ௦). After 
geometries with different ܽ/ݐ௦ parameters were modelled, they were imported into VG and 
the corresponding absolute permeabilities ߢ௣௘௥௠,௟௔௧ = ݂(ܽ, ݐ௦), porosities ߝ௟௔௧ = ݂(ܽ, ݐ௦) and 
pore diameters ݀௣,௟௔௧ = ݂(ܽ, ݐ௦) were evaluated: 
 
 ߢ௣௘௥௠,௟௔௧ = ൬2.248(
ܽ
ݐ௦) − 4.59൰ ܽ
ଶ ∙ 10ିଷ	[݉ଶ] (2.21) 
 ߝ௟௔௧ = 1.004 − 2.908 ൬
ݐ௦
ܽ൰
ଵ.଺ସ
	 (2.22) 
 ݀௣,௟௔௧ = 0.744ܽ − 1.217ݐ௦	 (2.23) 
 
Figure 2.22 demonstrates the influence of “ܽ/ݐ௦” on dimensionless absolute permeability 
(ߢ௣௘௥௠/ܽଶ) and (ߝ). Higher ܽ/ݐ௦ values are characteristic of geometries with more open 
porosities and, as a result, higher permeabilities. 
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Figure 2.22 Dependence of dimensional absolute permeability (κperm/a2) 
and porosity (ε) on the dimensionless diamond lattice parameter (a/ts) 
 
As was previously shown, the parameters of ߢ௣௘௥௠,௟௔௧, ߝ௟௔௧, and ݀௣,௟௔௧ were obtained as 
݂(ܽ, ݐ௦). From here, we were able to find three equivalent structures: 
a) Equivalent permeability (ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙ = ߢ௣௘௥௠,௟௔௧) and porosity (ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ = ߝ௟௔௧); 
b) Equivalent permeability (ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙ = ߢ௣௘௥௠,௟௔௧) and pore diameter (݀௣,௖௦ = ݀௣,௟௔௧); 
c) Equivalent pore diameter (݀௣,௖௦ = ݀௣,௟௔௧) and porosity (ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ = ߝ௟௔௧). 
 
The following equation systems were solved [Eqn. (2.24), Eqn. (2.25), and Eqn. (2.26)], 
which lead to the determination of appropriate ܽ and ݐ௦ values for each case. Results are 
presented in Table 2.13: 
 
 ቊߢ௣௘௥௠,௙ = [2.248(ܽ/ݐ௦) − 4.59]ܽ
ଶ ∙ 10ିଷ
ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ = 1.004 − 2.908(ܽ/ݐ௦)ିଵ.଺ସ  
(2.24) 
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 ቊߢ௣௘௥௠,௙ = [2.248(ܽ/ݐ௦) − 4.59]ܽ
ଶ ∙ 10ିଷ
݀௣,௖௦ = 0.744ܽ − 1.217ݐ௦  
(2.25) 
 
 ቊߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ = 1.004 − 2.908(ܽ/ݐ௦)
ିଵ.଺ସ
݀௣,௖௦ = 0.744ܽ − 1.217ݐ௦  
(2.26) 
 
Figure 2.23 represents 10 PPI (#1) foam and corresponding diamond lattices with three 
different criteria of equivalency. 
 
Table 2.13 Parameters of equivalent diamond lattices 
 
Parameters 10 PPI (#1) 60 PPI (#1) 
a) Equivalency: permeability (ࣄ࢖ࢋ࢘࢓,ࢌ) and porosity (ࢿ࢚࢕࢚,ࢂࡳ) 
Target parameters 
ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙, [108·m2] 30.83 4.39 
ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ, [%] 85.8 87.9 
Calculated parameters 
ܽ, [mm] 5.78 2.04 
ݐ௦, [mm] 0.94 0.3 
݀௣,௟௔௧, [mm] 3.16 1.15 
Δௗ೛, [%] 32.06 26.67 
b) Equivalency: permeability (ࣄ࢖ࢋ࢘࢓,ࢌ) and pore diameter (ࢊ࢖,ࢉ࢙) 
Target parameters 
ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙, [108·m2] 30.83 4.39 
݀௣,௖௦, [mm] 2.39 0.91 
Calculated parameters 
ߝ௟௔௧, [%] 95.46 95.35 
ܽ, [mm] 3.72 1.42 
ݐ௦, [mm] 0.31 0.12 
c) Equivalency: pore diameter (ࢊ࢖,ࢉ࢙) and porosity (ࢿ࢚࢕࢚,ࢂࡳ) 
Target parameters 
ߝ௟௔௧, [%] 85.8 87.9 
݀௣,௖௦, [mm] 2.39 0.91 
Calculated parameters 
ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙, [108·m2] 17.68 2.76 
ܽ, [mm] 4.38 1.61 
ݐ௦, [mm] 0.71 0.24 
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Analysis of the obtained data showed that equivalency in terms of ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙ and ݀௣,௖௦ provided 
structure with excess porosity and the smallest strut thicknesses, which are out of the 
equipment’s manufacturing range (ݐ௦ < ݐ௦,௠௜௡ = 0.3	݉݉). Equivalency in terms of ݀௣,௖௦ and 
ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ also provided struts with ݐ௦ < ݐ௦,௠௜௡ for 60 PPI specimens, which were the subject of 
our research. Moreover, the obtained values of permeability for ݀௣,௖௦ and ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ, when 
compared to the foam’s geometry, had elevated discrepancies in the range of 55% <
Δ఑೛೐ೝ೘ < 155%. We chose equivalency in terms of ߢ௣௘௥௠,௙ and ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ, which provided the 
appropriate strut thicknesses of ݐ௦ ≥ 0.3 for all cases. Values of pore diameters had 
discrepancies in the range of 25% < Δௗ೛ < 60% (when compared to the foam’s geometry). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.23 10 PPI (#1) foam. Diamond lattices with various criteria of equivalency: 
(a) Permeability and porosity; (b) Permeability and pore diameter; 
(c) Pore diameter and porosity 
 
Finally, diamond lattices, which are equivalent to foams, were chosen. Table 2.14 
summarizes the parameters of foams and lattices selected for additive manufacturing. 
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Table 2.14 Final design parameters of diamond lattices 
and parameters of their foam equivalents 
 
Parameter 
10 PPI 60 PPI 
Foam #1 Diamond lattice Foam #1 
Diamond 
lattice 
Lattice ݊௫ x ݊௬ x ݊௭ - 17.5x17.5x8.5 - 49.5x49.5x24.5 
Absolute permeability, 
ߢ௣௘௥௠ [108·m2] 30.83 30.91* 4.39 4.32* 
Porosity, ߝ [%] 85.8 85.5* 87.9 87.3* 
Unit cell size, ܽ [mm] - 5.81 - 2.05 
Strut thickness, ݐ௦ [mm] 1.02 0.95 0.37 0.31 
Pore diameter, ݀௣ [mm] 2.39 3.17 0.91 1.15 
Specific surface, ܵ௩ [m-1]  531 508 1202 1366 
* Slight difference due to structural adjustment of the overall dimensions 
 
A flowchart of the design process of equivalent diamond lattices compared to the ceramic 
foams, is presented in Figure 2.24. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.24 Process of the equivalent diamond lattice design 
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Figure 2.25 demonstrates that dimensionless absolute permeability (ߢ௣௘௥௠/ܽଶ) is dependent 
on dimensionless specific surface (ܵ௩ ∙ ܽ). A higher ܵ௩ ∙ ܽ corresponds to a structure with a 
higher outer surface, and might be considered to be a frictional parameter that prevents the 
passage of the flow. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.25 Dependence of dimensionless absolute permeability (κperm/a2) on 
dimensionless specific surface (Sv·a) 
 
2.4 Additive manufacturing 
After the geometric parameters of equivalent diamond lattices were determined, the next step 
was to prepare four specimens for additive manufacturing (see Table 2.14). A flowchart 
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representing the steps taken from the preparation of digital prototypes to the point where the 
specimens were ready for experimentation is presented in Figure 2.26. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.26 Additive manufacturing flowchart 
 
First, STL-files of the four specimens were generated by means of VG for foams and a 
MATLAB script for diamond lattices. In the current work, the MATLAB script was 
improved by introducing parallel computing and generation of binary STL-files. This 
reduced the time and file size required to generate structures with a high number of elements 
(i.e. for 60 PPI lattice, generation time was x5.5 faster, and file size x4 smaller; tested on 
Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2660x2, 28 cores). Each STL-file was then imported into the 
Materialise Magics software for mesh cleaning and for error reparation (flipped normals, 
overlapping triangles, etc.). Afterwards, each repaired STL-file was treated by the proprietary 
EOS RP Tools slicer, and the obtained files were used for final job preparation. 
 
Next, the EOSINT M280 machine was filled with CoCr powder and the LPBF-printing 
process began. We unfortunately encountered some difficulties during the manufacturing of 
the 49.5x49.5x24.5 diamond lattice due to the jamming of the 3D printer’s recoater with 
numerous thin struts (0.31 mm). This part was excluded from production. The application of 
a carbon brush recoater could overcome this problem in the future. 
 
As a result, 3 specimens for CoCr were printed: 10 PPI Foam (#1), 60 PPI Foam (#1) and 10 
PPI Diamond Lattice (17.5x17.5x8.5). Specimens were then cleaned of residual powder and 
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underwent subsequent stress relief of the parts by heat treatment (6 hours at 1150 °C under 
inert an argon atmosphere). Parts on the building plate post-heat treatment can be seen in 
Figure 2.27. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.27 CoCr specimens after printing, cleaning and heat treatment 
 
The parts were then cut from the building plate via electrical discharge machining (EDM) 
and each specimen was weighed (results are presented in Figure 2.28). 
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Figure 2.28 CoCr specimens after EDM cut 
 
From the obtained values, we found that 10 PPI CoCr Foam and 10 PPI CoCr diamond 
lattices had similar relative masses (݉௙ = 494	݃ and ݉௟௔௧ = 481	݃, respectively), and thus 
porosities (ߝ = 85.5% and ߝ = 85.9%, respectively). The discrepancies in porosity between 
obtained values and the design parameters (ߝ = 85.8% and ߝ = 85.5%, respectively, see 
Table 2.14) can be attributed to possible error during the manufacturing process (STL file 
preparation, 3D printing, EDM cut, etc.). Moreover, the 60 PPI CoCr foam was overly dense 
and had a porosity of approximately ߝ = 75.2% compared to its theoretical value of 
ߝ௧௛௘௢௥ = 87.9%. This was due to the sintering of additional CoCr powder caused by close 
positioning of strut elements. Similar results were obtained by R. Vrana, D. Koutny, and D. 
Paloušek (2016). The obtained results require the application of specific printing parameters 
that take into account the close arrangement of strut elements. 
 
2.5 Test bench design 
The conceptual design of the porous medium burner (PMB) was chosen as proposed by W. 
M. Mathis and J. L. Ellzey (2003). The burner’s overall dimensions are shown in Figure-A 
IV-I (see APPENDIX IV, p. 105). A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in 
Figure 2.29. Air is fed from the compressed air source (1) and methane from the bottle (2). 
Methane is controlled by two mass flow controllers (MFC) Omega FMA 5400/5500 (3) with 
flow range of 0-15 lpm (calibrated for N2). Air is controlled by one MFC Azbil MQV0200 
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(4) with flow range of 0-200 lpm, and one Cole-Parmer impact-resistant flowmeter (IRF) 
RK-32900-54 (5) with flow range of 10-100 lpm (both calibrated for air). The flashback 
arrestor SGD 8491-F (6) was installed prior to the mixing chamber (7). Two porous mediums 
were installed in the upstream (8) and downstream (9) sections with respectively high and 
low pore densities. 
 
Porous materials were wrapped in the “Industries 3R ceramic wool 3R2900” insulation 
blanket (10) and inserted into the stainless steel case. On the one side of the case, holes were 
drilled to insert twelve Omega K-type thermocouples (d=0.032’’) (11) which, in turn, were 
inserted into ceramic sleeves and pierced through the insulation blanket. Above the burner, a 
probe was placed (12) so that the sampling path first leads to the cooling system with the 
water trap (13) and then to the gas analyzers (14) measuring CO, NOx, CH4, O2, and CO2 
emissions. Accuracy and operation ranges of the equipment used are presented in Table-A 
V-1 (APPENDIX V, p. 107), and concentrations of calibration gases for gas analyzers are 
presented in Table-A V-2 (APPENDIX V, p. 107). 
 
Prior to the upstream section of the burner, we installed a water manometer (15) for pressure 
drop measurements. The operational program was written in LabVIEW to control and read 
MFC’s flow rates for various equivalence ratios to read the corresponding data from the 
thermocouples and gas analyzers. The test bench wiring diagram is shown in Figure-A VI-I 
(APPENDIX VI, p. 111). During each experiment, the corresponding data was written into a 
log file in 1-second intervals. 
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Figure 2.29 Schematic of experimental apparatus 
 
1 – Compressed air source; 2 – CH4 methane bottle; 3 – Omega FMA 5400/5500 mass flow 
controller (0-15 lpm, N2); 4 – Azbil MFC MQV0200 (0-200 lpm, Air); 5 – Cole-Parmer IRF 
RK-32900-54 (10-100 lpm, Air); 6 – Flashback arrestor SGD 8491-F; 7 – Mixing chamber; 
8 – Foam (high pore density); 9 – Foam/Diamond lattice (low pore density); 10 – Insulation 
blanket “Industries 3R ceramic wool 3R2900”; 11 – Omega K-type thermocouples 
(d=0.032’’); 12 – Probe; 13 – Gas cooling system with water trap; 14 – Gas analyzers: 
CO (CAI Model 200), NOx (CAI 600 Series), CH4 (CAI 600 Series), CO2 and O2 (ABB 
Multifid URAS 14) ; 15 – Water Manometer. 
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2.6 Testing procedures 
Temperature profiles and pollutant emissions of the ܥܪସ/ܽ݅ݎ mixture for all six setups (see 
Figure 2.5) were examined at the same flow regime. Parameters of the flow (߶ = 0.6; ܸ =
34.6 cm/s) were chosen based on our review of the literature and the range of stable 
operation limits (M. T. Smucker & J. L. Ellzey, 2004). Flame speed (ܸ) was taken according 
to V. Khanna et al. (1994) and assumed as a ratio of total flow rate ( ሶܳ ) to the cross-section 
area (ܣ) of the porous material: 
 
 ܸ =
ሶܳ
ܣ 
(2.27) 
 
 
Each experiment was preceded by preparative measures, such as a leak test, an equipment 
warm-up phase (2.5 hours), and the calibration of gas analyzers. ܱଶ and ܥܱଶ emissions were 
measured for various ߶ to check for correct composition of the ܥܪସ/ܽ݅ݎ mixture controlled 
by LabVIEW. The measured values of the products agreed with theoretical values. After 
undergoing these preparative procedures, each experiment began with the preheating of the 
burner at ߶	 = 	0.75 − 0.8 for 10-20 minutes. The flame front at these conditions was located 
near the edge of the downstream section. 50 lpm of air was provided at a constant rate during 
each test. After the preheating phase, equivalence ratio and total flow rate steadily decreased, 
until the flow was stabilized at ߶	 = 	0.6 and ܸ = 34.6 cm/s. The location of the flame front 
was observed just downstream from the interface of the two sections. 
 
After reaching a steady-state regime, a probe took samples at 9 critical points just above the 
downstream section (centre and around the perimeter, see Figure 2.30). Each point was 
probed for a period of 1 minute to measure pollutant deviations. During our first attempt of 
measurements, we detected an increase in ܥܪସ emission level at several points around the 
perimeter. Upon examination, we found that this was due to the to measure these deviations 
tight insulation wrapping around the porous material. We corrected for this by adding 
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additional layers of insulation. Once we had verified that the burner was operating properly, 
temperature, pollutant emissions, and pressure drop measurements were taken. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.30 Emission probing points 
 
2.7 Summary of the design methodology 
In this chapter, we describe the steps leading to the final PMB test bench design. Three types 
of ceramic SiSiC foams with different pore sizes (10 PPI, 30 PPI, and 60 PPI) were chosen. 
This resulted in the selection of six experimental setups that allowed for comparison between 
irregular foam and patterned diamond lattice geometries, as well as between ceramic SiSiC 
and metal CoCr materials. Based on the X-ray CT scan data, different methods of foam 
morphology analysis were used to determine porosity, strut thickness, cell/pore size, and 
absolute permeability. By comparing the pore size results obtained from the different 
approaches with the results of direct measurements from 3D reconstructed volumes, the 
closest fit was attributed to ݀௣,௖௦ (which is found through a combination of the adapted cross-
section analysis method (݀௖௦) and the tetrakaidecahedron model). Moreover, values of ݀௣,௖௦ 
provided the best fit for prediction of absolute permeability obtained from simulations in 
VGStudio Max software. 
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Based on the results of foam analysis, equivalent diamond lattices were designed in terms of 
their porosity and absolute permeability. As a result, three specimens (10 PPI foam, 10 PPI 
diamond lattice, and 60 PPI foam) were printed from CoCr material by means of the LPBF 
method. 10 PPI foam and lattice specimens had the anticipated porosities and geometries, 
whereas the porosity of the 60 PPI foam was lower than what was predicted, due to sintering 
of additional material during manufacturing and the resulting smaller pores. Adapting the 
AM for the production of diamond lattices with high PPI could solve this discrepancy. 
 
Finally, the test bench was assembled and the required equipment was connected by tubing 
and wiring. The control program was written in LabVIEW, which allowed us to read and 
control the parameters of the flowmeters, thermocouples, and gas analyzers. 
 
 CHAPTER 3 
 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
This section presents our experimental results. The primary goal was to compare reference 
setup #1 (SiSiC foams in the upstream and downstream sections) and setups with 3D-printed 
CoCr porous specimens in terms of their temperature profiles, pollutant emissions, and stable 
operation. Additionally, we investigated the structural durability of porous materials. 
 
3.1 Experimental results 
3.1.1 Temperature 
Temperature measurements were taken by inserting 12 thermocouples into ceramic sleeves 
and piercing them through an insulation blanket (see Figure-A IV-I, APPENDIX IV, p. 105). 
All temperature measurements—due to thermal equilibrium between the thermocouple hot 
junction, the gas, and the solid phase—should be understood as a mean value between the 
gas and solid phases (R. W. Francisco Jr., F. Rua, M. Costa, R. C Catapan, & A. A. M. 
Oliveira, 2009; R. Huang, L. Cheng, K. Qiu, C. Zheng, & Z. Luo, 2016). Results of the 
temperature profiles represent the same moment corresponding to 10-minute intervals after 
the flame had been stabilized near the interface of the upstream and downstream sections. 
Figure 3.1 provides information on average temperatures ( ௔ܶ௩; Figure 3.1a) and temperature 
profiles for all six setups. The setups are divided in two categories for the upstream section 
namely SiSiC foam in Figure 3.1b and CoCr foam in Figure 3.1c. 
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Figure 3.1 Temperature profiles: 
(a) Tav in the upstream and downstream section; 
(b) First case: 60 PPI SiSiC and three PM; 
(c) Second case: 60 PPI CoCr and three PM 
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The first case (Figure 3.1b; setups #1, #4, and #5) represents 60 PPI SiSiC foam in the 
upstream section and three porous media (10 PPI SiSiC foam (#1), 10 PPI CoCr lattice (#1), 
and 10 PPI CoCr foam) in the downstream section. It is difficult to make a certain conclusion 
based on temperature profiles in the first case, as after approximately 10 minutes of stable 
operation, the flame front tended to shift towards the upstream section without quenching and 
produced flashback. This phenomenon corresponds to filtration combustion, which was also 
observed by P.-F. Hsu et al. (1993). One might conclude that the operational regime (߶	 =
	0.6; ܸ = 34.6 cm/s) that was chosen from the literature was unstable for the setup with 
ceramic 60 PPI SiSiC foam in the upstream section, and may require a higher flame speed 
(ܸ) at the chosen equivalence ratio of ߶	 = 	0.6. However, the general trend that was 
observed, is that reference setup #1 (all-ceramic) provided the highest Tmax in comparison 
with setups #4, and #5 which had CoCr specimens in the downstream section. Such result 
might be explained by higher ks of SiSiC compared to CoCr. 
 
The second case (Figure 3.1c; setups #2, #3, and #6) represents 60 PPI CoCr foam in the 
upstream section with the same three porous materials in the downstream section at the same 
flow conditions (߶	 = 	0.6; ܸ = 34.6 cm/s) that were seen in the first case. From the 
experiment, by replacing SiSiC with CoCr in the upstream, we observed a general trend 
where the flame front shifted towards the centre of the downstream region. Moreover, it was 
observed that after stabilization, the flame front stayed at the same position without 
temperature fluctuation for an extended period of time (>20 minutes). Table 3.1 summarizes 
information on the Tav, Tmax and flame front position (xf) with standard deviations calculated 
on a 10-minute interval of stable operation. Variation in temperature measurements and 
flame location did not exceed 3% and for that reason were considered as stable operation 
regime. 
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Table 3.1 Average temperature (Tav), maximum temperature (Tmax) 
and flame front location 
 
Setup # 
Average temperature, ࢀ࢓ [°C] Maximum 
temperature, 
ࢀ࢓ࢇ࢞ [°C] 
Flame front 
location, 
xf [mm] 
Upstream 
Section 
Downstream 
Section 
2: CoCr foam 166±12 910±20 1037±23 68.5±1 
3: CoCr lattice 110±14 820±16 1108±17 77±1 
6: SiSiC foam 183±13 859±11 998±12 91.5±1 
 
In comparing the temperature profiles of setup #2 and setup #6, similar temperature profiles 
were obtained in the upstream section and during transition to the downstream section. 
However, near the flame front’s location, the SiSiC material (setup #6) provided lower 
temperatures when compared to the CoCr material (setup #2). Since the thermal conductivity 
(݇௦) of both materials differs by less than 28% (see Table 2.1), we expected no significant 
change in maximum temperature according to numerical analysis provided by A. J. Barra et 
al. (2003), who changed ݇௦ by 1000%, and according to the experimental results obtained by 
H. B. Gao et al. (2014), who varied ݇௦ by 155%. Therefore, the results of Figure 3.1c are 
consistent with the literature and with the results from Table 3.1, which shows that the 
average downstream temperature differs by only 6% between SiSiC and CoCr foams. 
Replacing foams (setup #2) with lattices (setup #3) resulted in the downstream shift of the 
flame front and in higher Tmax, which may be attributed to higher dp in the lattice structure. 
 
By comparing two cases, higher ݇௦ of SiSiC in the upstream section (setups #1, #4, and #5) 
may be responsible for unstable operation and flame displacement towards the inlet section, 
which corresponds with the numerical analysis provided by A. J. Barra et al. (2003), such 
that higher ݇௦ in the upstream results in a higher ௠ܸ௜௡ and lower dynamic range. This 
observation is supported by Table 2.1, which shows the difference in ݇௦ between SiSiC and 
CoCr materials for high and low temperatures. It might be concluded that differences in heat 
transport properties are more influential at lower temperatures (corresponding to the 
upstream section), whereas for higher temperatures (corresponding to the downstream 
section), thermal properties are of the same order, and should be less influential on flame 
properties. 
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3.1.2 Flame stability 
During operation, various flame instabilities were observed prior to finding operational 
regimes. For SiSiC in the upstream region, we detected undesirably high energy recirculation 
to the upstream section, which resulted in steady flame propagation towards the inlet section. 
This phenomenon was not observed with CoCr in the upstream region. The obtained result 
confirmed what was numerically predicted by A. J. Barra et al. (2003) in terms of an 
advantageous application of the material with low thermal conductivity (݇௦) and high 
radiative extinction coefficients (ߢ௥௔ௗ) in the upstream section. As a result of the lower ݇ and 
slightly higher ߢ௥௔ௗ, which according to P.-F. Hsu and J. R. Howell (1992) is higher for 
lower pore diameters, printed 60 PPI CoCr foam had superior flame arresting and 
stabilization properties. 
 
3.1.3 Pollutant emissions 
In all cases, emission profiles were close to the detection limit of the equipment. ܥܱ, ܰ ௫ܱ,, 
and ܪܥ emissions are presented in Figure 3.2. 
 
ܥܱ emissions were at the detection limit of the equipment, and did not exceed 325 ppm. We 
would suggest using more precise equipment to improve measurement precision. This might 
explain why, depending on the setup configuration, obtained values were higher than or 
similar to what was reported in previous research with different foams (H. B. Gao et al., 
2014; C. Keramiotis et al., 2012). Lower values of ܥܱ were obtained for setups with 60 PPI 
CoCr foam in the upstream region, which corresponded to lower average temperature of the 
downstream region (see Table 3.1). Lower temperatures in the downstream region can also 
be linked to lower ܥܱ, as seen in H. B. Gao et al. (2014). 
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Figure 3.2 Results of pollutant emissions: (a) CO; (b) NOx; (c) UHC 
 
Our results for ܰ ௫ܱ emissions were low and did not exceed 6 ppm, which is also near the 
detection limit of the equipment. These results correlated well with previous works (N. 
Djordjevic et al., 2012b; V. Khanna et al., 1994), and were attributed to operation at lean 
conditions (߶ = 0.6) with low flame temperatures (ܶ < 1600	℃), which ensured low 
thermal ܰ ௫ܱ (the main source of emission at such a regime) (F. Avdic, 2004). 
 
Similarly, ܪܥ emission was low and generally below 10 ppm. It was mainly attributed to 
complete combustion at lean limits. 
 
Table 3.2 provides comparison of pollutant emissions between the current work and a 
“European stage V non-road emission standard” (Z. Shao & T. Dallmann, 2016) 
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[conversions from [g/kWh] to [ppm] in the standard were made according to TJ Pilusa, MM 
Mollagee, and Edison Muzenda (2012)]. The current PMB design demonstrated an 
approximately pollution-free operation which agrees well with our hypothesis. 
 
Table 3.2 Comparison of pollutant emissions 
between the current work and “European stage V 
non-road emission standard” 
 
Pollutant 
emissions 
Current work 
(Maximum) 
European stage V 
non-road emission 
standard 
ܥܱ, [ppm] 310 975 
ܰ ௫ܱ, [ppm] 6 60 
ܪܥ, [ppm] 11 95 
 
3.1.4 Pressure drop 
We also took pressure drop measurements of cold air for various flow velocities (ܸ = 0 −
72	ܿ݉/ݏ). We used a water manometer as a measuring device, shown in Figure 2.29 
(pos. 14). For each case, it was verified that at the beginning and at the end of the 
experiment, flow speed would be equal to zero (ܸ = 0	ܿ݉/ݏ) and water level would remain 
the same. 
 
Because single 10 PPI and 30 PPI specimens have very low pressure drop values, 
configurations involving two porous media (as was the case during the combustion 
experiment) were used. As some foams were damaged, 60 PPI CoCr foam was used in 
combination with other porous specimens for the pressure drop experiments. 
 
Figure 3.3 demonstrates the dependence of pressure drop (Δ݌) on flow velocity (ܸ). From 
the results we obtained in setup #4 and setup #5, we noticed similarities in the geometry of 
the acquired 10 PPI SiSiC foam and the printed replica 10 PPI CoCr foam, which 
demonstrates the replica’s quality. From these setups, we could also see a similarity between 
foam and diamond lattice geometries in terms of absolute permeability (ߢ௣௘௥௠). 
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Through comprehensive foam and diamond lattice analysis, mean pore diameters were 
evaluated, which allowed us to study the dependence of Reynolds number (ܴ݁) on pressure 
drop (Δ݌) (see Figure 3.4). ܴ݁ was found as: 
 
 ܴ݁ = ܸ ∙ ݀௣ߤ௔௜௥  
(3.1) 
where ܸ is flow velocity, ݀௣ is pore diameter, and ߤ௔௜௥ is air viscosity. 
 
Table 3.3 shows the pore sizes used during evaluation of ܴ݁. Pore diameter of 60 PPI CoCr 
foam was adjusted to ߝ = 75.2	% according to Eq. (A I-10) and Eq. (A I-11), assuming unit 
cell size ܽ to be constant. Pore diameters of setup #4, setup #5, and setup #6 were taken as 
mean diameters between the two foams in the setup. 
 
Table 3.3 Pore diameters 
of specimens 
 
Specimen ࢊ࢖, [mm] 
60 PPI CoCr foam 0.75 
10 PPI SiSiC foam 2.39 
10 PPI CoCr foam 2.39 
10 PPI CoCr lattice 3.17 
 
Operational regime during the experiment (߶	 = 	0.6; ܸ = 34.6 cm/s) provided similar 
pressure drop values (Δ݌ ≈ 11	ܲܽ) for setups #4, #5, and #6 (see Figure 3.3). Pressure drop 
is often presented in this way in the literature, since average pore diameter is usually 
unknown. However, thanks to ܴ݁ based on the average pore diameter—the advanced 
measurement technique used herein—this number was used to illustrate the difference in the 
geometric characteristics of each porous media (PM) on flow. 
 
The convenience in considering ܴ݁ rather than velocity is that flow characteristics in PM are, 
in general, characterized and identified by ܴ݁, which allows us to distinguish between 
different flow regimes (Darcy, Forchheimer, etc.). Thus, Figure 3.4 illustrates the same 
results as Figure 3.3, but shows pressure drop as a function of ܴ݁. Contrary to Figure 3.3, 
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where few differences were observed in a pressure drop for any given velocity, Figure 3.4, 
which used ܴ݁, shows that setup #6 had lower pressure drop values at equivalent ܴ݁ when 
compared to setups #4 and #5 (foam in SiSiC and its replica in CoCr, respectively). 
Combustion tests were conducted at a constant inlet velocity, which resulted in a higher ܴ݁ 
for setup #6 and, in turn, increased heat transfer by convection. Higher heat transfer by 
convection for setup #6 impacted the burner temperature profile which might in part explain 
the higher temperature observed in Figure 3.3 for that setup. Nevertheless, more experiments 
and numerical simulations are needed to confirm this hypothesis. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Δp versus V: 60 PPI CoCr Foam, and setups #4, #5, #6 
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Figure 3.4 Δp versus Re: 60 PPI CoCr Foam, and setups #4, #5, #6 
 
Figure 3.5 demonstrates a comparison of pressure gradient results for 60 PPI CoCr between 
measured values and the values obtained according to Eq. (2.17). Both results demonstrated 
the same trends, though when compared to (B. Dietrich et al., 2009), suggested overpredicted 
values [for calculations, the ݀௛,௖ of the 60 PPI CoCr specimen was evaluated according to 
Eqn. (2.17), such that ܵ௩ was evaluated from the adjusted value in VG 60 PPI SiSiC (#1) 
foam to the appropriate porosity (ߝ = 75.2	%)]. This result demonstrates that geometry plays 
an important role on flow parameters for structures like foams, which have high 
discrepancies in their morphologies, even for specimens with similar PPI. 
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Figure 3.5 Δp/L: Comparing the results of the current study and 
those of B. Dietrich et al. (2009) 
 
3.1.5 Structural durability 
After the burning tests, specimens were examined based on their structural differences. 
Material oxidation was observed under high temperature conditions. Results from before and 
after the tests are presented in Figure 3.6. Due to oxidation, material degradation in the CoCr 
materials resulted in the formation of residual particles. In SiSiC specimens, oxidation was 
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characterized only by a change in the colour of the material. 60 PPI CoCr foam, however, 
was not susceptible to deterioration, since it was not exposed to high temperatures. 
 
Figure 3.7a demonstrates that ceramic foams with small pores (60 PPI) were subject to 
structural damage as a result of thermal shock during unstable operation and flame 
propagation towards the inlet section, in contrast to the undamaged specimens with large 
pores (10 PPI). This finding agrees with the results obtained by V. R. Vedula et al. (1999), 
where it was found that ceramic foams with small pores are more susceptible to structural 
failure. 
 
Table 2.1 demonstrates a comparison between SiSiC and CoCr materials in terms of thermal 
shock resistance (ܴ) and fracture toughness (ܭଵ஼). Although 60 PPI CoCr foam was not 
subject to high temperatures during the experiments, perhaps the CoCr alloy possesses 
superior properties for resisting thermal shock (ܴ for CoCr is almost twice that of SiSiC) and 
crack propagation (the ܭଵ௖ of CoCr is 50 times higher than the ܭଵ௖ of SiSiC). Thus, CoCr 
material might be beneficial for application in the upstream section to reduce the possibility 
of structural damage. This theory should be examined in future research. 
 
After burning tests due to temperature gradients, 10 PPI CoCr foam became distorted, 
whereas the 10 PPI CoCr Diamond lattice kept its original form (see Figure 3.7b). According 
to the findings of (N. A. Fleck, 2004), this is due to the higher stiffness and higher initial 
yield strength of the diamond lattice when compared to foam-like structures. 
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Figure 3.6 Oxidation of SiSiC and CoСr materials after operation in PMB 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Failures after operation: 
(a) SiSiC: crack formation of the 60 PPI foam; 
(b) CoCr: Deformation, comparison between 
the 10 PPI lattice and foam structures 
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By comparing the structural durability of the diamond lattice with that of conventional 
ceramic foams, we found that the diamond lattice geometry made of the metal CoCr material 
provided higher structural stiffness and superior resistance to thermal shock and crack 
propagation. However, due to CoCr oxidation under extreme temperatures, its application 
might be limited exclusively to the upstream region. 
 
3.2 Summary of the experimental results 
This chapter described our PMB combustion experiment through our six setups, which had 
the same operational regime (߶ = 0.6; ܵ௅ = 34.6	ܿ݉/ݏ). This regime examined the 
applicability of tailored diamond lattice geometries and metal CoCr materials. We examined 
this by taking measurements of the temperature, pollutant emissions, and pressure drop. 
 
From our experiments, we found that CoCr had a more beneficial application in the upstream 
section than ceramic SiSiC, and resulted in a more stable and safer operation. Setup with 
SiSiC material in the upstream section resulted in flame propagation towards the inlet section 
without being quenched, which resulted in flashback. Moreover, CoCr provided higher 
resistance to thermal shock. Experimentally, we found that after operation the diamond 
lattice had no distortions when compared to the foam geometry, which demonstrated its 
higher structural rigidity. Through pressure drop measurements, we found that absolute 
permeability for foam and diamond lattice geometries was similar. However, it was 
determined that in terms of flame stabilization, Reynolds number (ܴ݁) [which is a function 
of pore diameter (݀௣)] plays a crucial role, and should be taken into consideration during the 
design of diamond lattices. 
 
An important part of the research was to provide measurements of ܥܱ, ܰ ௫ܱ, and ܥܪସ levels 
which demonstrated an almost pollution-free operation in all experimental setups. This 
finding supports the results of previous research experiments (C. Keramiotis et al., 2012; W. 
M. Mathis & J. L. Ellzey, 2003). Our findings also suggested emission levels which were 
lower than those of open-flame burners (C.-Y. Wu, K.-H. Chen, & S. Y. Yang, 2014). 
 CONCLUSION 
 
The primary objective of this work was to design PMB and to investigate the potential 
benefits of using AM by replacing an irregular foam with a regular diamond lattice. As a 
result, six experimental setups were created and tested, and subsequently compared in terms 
of their pollutant emissions and operational stability. 
 
Conventional ceramic, sponge-like foams were acquired, and methods of foam analysis were 
investigated to define their main physical characteristics. We conducted our investigation 
using CT scan technology, which allowed us to obtain geometric parameters (porosity, pore 
size, strut thickness, etc.) as well as absolute permeabilities [by means of VGStudio Max 
software (VG)]. From this analysis, the geometric properties of the equivalent diamond 
lattice parameters were proposed. 
 
Through foam analysis, it was determined that PPI value (the main parameter indicated by a 
manufacturer that represents pore diameter) provided underestimated results when compared 
to the actual measurements. Based on the results of manual pore size measurements from 
digitally reconstructed parts and correlations of absolute permeability on pore size, the 
combination of the developed tetrakaidecahedron model and the adapted method of cell size 
analysis (݀௖,௖௦) by D3576-15 ASTM (2015) lead to favourable determination of pore 
diameter (݀௣,௖௦) among the examined methods. Study of ceramic foams confirmed the 
complexity and discrepancies between geometries that have identical PPI value. Thus, from 
the manufacturer’s point of view, regular diamond lattices should be favoured for their high 
repeatability. Finally, equivalent parameters of diamond lattices were obtained and 
corresponding structures have been proposed for LPBF using CoCr, which has the highest 
operational temperature of the available metals and for the LPBF equipment available in our 
laboratory. 
 
The test bench was designed and assembled to allow for the measurements of temperature, 
pollutant emissions, and pressure drop. To examine the influence of CoCr material in the 
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upstream and downstream sections on the burner’s pollutant emissions and operational 
stability, as well as to verify equivalency between foam and diamond lattice geometries, 
three specimens were prepared and printed: 10 PPI foam, 10 PPI equivalent diamond lattice, 
and 60 PPI foam. 
 
Through our obtained data, we confirmed a PMB operation with low pollutant emissions and 
detailed the potential applications of AM (or 3D printing) in PMB design. The replacement 
of foam geometry with that of a diamond lattice might better predict the combustion 
processes by numerical methods. From the operational point of view, high PPI metal (CoCr) 
material was favourable in the upstream section. During experiments at steady state 
conditions, using high PPI SiSiC material in the upstream section resulted in a constant 
temperature increase in the medium followed by flame propagation towards the upstream 
region. This was attributed to the high thermal conductivity of the SiSiC matrix and 
excessive heat transfer from the downstream section to the upstream section. In contrast, 
using high PPI CoCr material in the upstream section resulted in better performance as a 
flame arrestor (as it did not allow flame propagation towards the upstream section) and better 
operational stability, since it shifted the flame front towards the downstream section. For the 
downstream region, applying low PPI SiSiC material was favourable because of the 
material’s high temperature operational limit and higher heat transfer properties. 
 
 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1) From the above-mentioned results, we recommend using AM to produce diamond lattices 
with high PPI metal (CoCr) material in the upstream section and low PPI ceramic (SiSiC) 
material in the downstream section. We recommend manufacturing high PPI CoCr 
diamond lattice using the LPBF method. Low PPI SiSiC diamond lattice, on the other 
hand, might be manufactured using a hybrid method: firstly, 3D-print its shape from the 
polymer and then apply the conventional ceramic replication technique (A. Ortona, C. 
D'Angelo, et al., 2012). 
 
2) Another field of improvement in PMB design lies in the development of a multi-stage 
structure with gradient pore size distribution. Appropriate numerical models should be 
devised to find the optimized diamond lattice parameters. In this case, AM represents the 
optimal solution for the production of such complex geometries with a high level of 
accuracy. 
 
3) Future research could investigate lattices of various unit cell types. A tetrakaidecahedron 
is a structure that has promising potential for future research. One of its advantages, in 
comparison with the diamond lattice, is that it has a higher specific surface and the same 
pore size, which is favourable for both flame quenching and heat transfer. 
 
4) Current research is limited to one operational regime (flame velocity and equivalence 
ratio), thus the determination of stability limits at various equivalence ratios should fuel 
future research. 
 
5) CoCr material in the upstream section was found to be beneficial, and ensured better 
flame stability. It would be interesting to verify the assumption of higher CoCr durability 
to thermal shock and crack propagation by exposing it to high temperature gradients in 
the upstream section. 
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6) The measured values of pollutant emissions were at the detection limits. More precise 
equipment would help us to investigate the influence of material types and geometric 
parameters. 
 
7) Permeability results and derived correlations were based on VGStudio Max software, and 
discrepancies between various research efforts were observed. Therefore, it is of interest 
to validate the obtained data with the experimental data. To reduce the cost, we propose 
printing experimental structures from polymer materials, and only afterwards taking 
pressure drop measurements. 
 
 APPENDIX I 
 
 
TETRAKAIDECAHEDRON MODEL 
 
 
Figure-A I-I Tetrakaidecahedron unit cell 
 
This section explains the main relationships characterizing tetrakaidecahedron unit cells. (W. 
Xu et al., 2008) defines pore size as an equivalent pore diameter (݀௣) of the circle with an 
area, equal to the hexagon opening: 
 
 ݀௣ = ඥ4ܣ௛௘௫/ߨ (A I-1) 
 
In this approach, however, additional square openings are not considered (ܣ௦௤), and so a 
better correlation was obtained by using: 
 
 ݀௣,௘௤ = ට4ܣ௘௤/ߨ (A I-2) 
where, 
 ܣ௘௤ =
8ܣ௛௘௫ + 6ܣ௦௤
14  (A I-3) 
 
Analytically it might be found that: 
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ܣ௛௘௫ = 2√3ቆܽ √
3
4√2 −
ݐ௦
2ቇ
ଶ
 (A I-4) 
 ܣ௦௤ = ൬
ܽ
2√2 − ݐ௦൰
ଶ
	 (A I-5) 
 
And finally: 
 
 
݀௣,௘௤ =
ඩ6 ൬
ܽ
2√2 − ݐ௦൰
ଶ
+ 16√3ቆ√3ܽ8 −
ݐ௦2ቇ
ଶ
ߨ  
(A I-6) 
 
Correlations for porosity (ߝ), cell diameter (݀௖) and equivalent pore diameter (݀௣,௘௤) were 
obtained as functions of unit cell size ܽ and strut thickness (ݐ௦). This approach was based on 
the combination of CAD modelling and MATLAB’s “Curve fitting tool”. Correlations were 
carried out for porosities ߝ ≥ 0.7, which lie in the range of investigated ceramic foams. 
Solid volume of the tetrakaidecahedron unit cell ௦ܸ is found from ௦ܸ/ܽଷ = ݂(ݐ௦/ܽ) as: 
 
 
௦ܸ = 3.421ܽଷ ൬
ݐ௦
ܽ൰
ଵ.଻ହସ
 (A I-7) 
 
Thus porosity of the unit cell ߝ is found as: 
 
 ߝ = 1 − 3.421 ൬ݐௌܽ൰
ଵ.଻ହସ
 (A I-8) 
 
Volume of the tetrakaidecahedron cell ௖ܸ (not to be confused with the unit cell) is found as: 
 
 ௖ܸ = ܽଷ(ߝ − 0.5) (A I-9) 
 
If we consider the volume of the sphere to be equal to the volume of the cell, then the cell 
diameter (݀௖) is found as: 
 
݀௖ = ܽඨ
6(ߝ − 0.5)
ߨ
య
 
(A I-10) 
Equivalent pore diameter ݀௣,௘௤ is found from ௗ೛,೐೜ௗ೎ = ݂(ߝ) as: 
 
 ݀௣,௘௤ = ݀௖(0.1306ߝଵଶ.ଶ଼ + 0.4114) (A I-11) 
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In cases where the measurements are limited only by porosity (0.7 < ߝ < 0.94) and strut 
thickness, equivalent pore diameter might be found from ௗ೛,೐೜௧ೞ = ݂(ߝ) as: 
 
 ݀௣,௘௤ = ݐ௦(0.0869݁ଷ.଻ଶଷఌ + 1.995 ∙ 10ିଽ݁ଶଵ.଻ଽఌ) (A I-12) 
 
It should be noted that solutions were obtained for struts with circular cross-sections, so 
coefficients for other geometries may vary slightly. 
 
For evaluation purposes, the number of pores in the tetrakaidecahedron lattice might be 
found as: 
 
 ௣ܰ௢௥௘௦,௧௘௧௥ = 14݊௫݊௬݊௭ − (݊௫ + ݊௬ + ݊௭ − 3) (A I-13) 
where ݊௫, ݊௬, ݊௭ – number of unit cells in x-, y-, z-directions. 
 

 APPENDIX II 
 
 
DIAMOND LATTICE MODEL 
 
 
Figure-A II-I a) Diamond unit cell; b) Diamond “unit cell” with “cell” and “demi-cells” 
 
This section explains the primary relationships characterizing a diamond lattice unit cell. 
Assumptions according to ݀௣ are the same as in APPENDIX I (p. 95). 
 
The MATLAB code, which generated our diamond lattice structure, was taken from the 
works of (M. Dumas, 2016). For this structure (see Figure-A II-I) hexagonal cross-sections of 
struts were used. Additionally, a distinction between “unit cell” (which represents a cubic 
repetitive volume in lattice) and “cell” (which is represented as inscribed between struts 
volume) should be understood. In a diamond lattice, each “unit cell” consists of a total of 
four “cells” (one inscribed in the centre, and six demi-cells, which are required for filling the 
volume during patterning). 
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Therefore, the total number of cells ( ௖ܰ௘௟௟,௧௢௧) might be defined as: 
 
 ௖ܰ௘௟௟,௧௢௧ = 4݊௫݊௬݊௭ (A II-1) 
where ݊௫, ݊௬, and ݊௭ are the number of unit cells in the x-, y-, and z-directions. 
 
For the evaluation of fully enclosed cells in the structure ( ௖ܰ௘௟௟,௧௢௧,௖௟) without considering 
open edges, the solution was found as: 
 
 ௖ܰ௘௟௟,௧௢௧,௖௟ = 4݊௫݊௬݊௭ − 2൫݊௫݊௬ + ݊௫݊௭ + ݊௬݊௭൯ + (݊௫ + ݊௬ + ݊௭) (A II-2) 
 
Each cell consists of four pores, and so by knowing the total number of cells, the total 
number of pores ( ௣ܰ௢௥௘,௧௢௧) in the diamond lattice can be evaluated as: 
 
 ௣ܰ௢௥௘,௧௢௧ = 4 ௖ܰ௘௟௟,௧௢௧,௖௟ (A II-3) 
 
Total volume of the diamond lattice solid ( ௦ܸ,௧௢௧,௟௔௧) is found as: 
 
 ௦ܸ,௧௢௧,௟௔௧ = ௦ܸ,௨௖ ∙ ݊௨௖,௧௢௧ (A II-4) 
where ௦ܸ,௨௖ is the solid volume of the unit cell and ݊௨௖,௧௢௧ is the total number of “unit cells”, 
which found as: 
 
 
௦ܸ,௨௖ =
2ݐ௦ଶ[3√2ܽ sec ߚ − 7ݐ௦ tanߚ]
√3  
(A II-5) 
 ݊௨௖,௧௢௧ = ݊௫݊௬݊௭	 (A II-6) 
where ݐ௦ – strut thickness and ߚ = tanିଵ( ଵ√ଶ) 
 
By assuming that cell volume equals to the volume of the sphere, cell diameter ݀௖ is found 
as: 
 
 ݀௖ = ඥ6 ஼ܸ/ߨయ  (A II-7) 
where, 
 ௖ܸ = (ܽଷ − ௦ܸ,௨௖)/4 (A II-8) 
 
Porosity (ߝ) of the whole structure is found as: 
 
 ߝ = 1 − ௦ܸ,௨௖ܽଷ  (A II-9) 
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Simplified relationship for porosity in terms of cell size and strut thickness: 
 
 ߝ௟௔௧ = 1.004 − 2.908 ൬
ݐ௦
ܽ൰
ଵ.଺ସ
 (A II-10) 
 
The total volume of the diamond lattice finally might be found as 
 
 ௦ܸ,௧௢௧ = ݊௨௖,௧௢௧ ∙ ௦ܸ,௨௖ (A II-11) 
 
Applying the principles described in APPENDIX I (p. 95), pore diameter (݀௣,௟௔௧) is found 
from ௗ೛,೗ೌ೟௔ = ݂(
௧ೞ
௔) as: 
 
 ݀௣,௟௔௧ = 0.744ܽ − 1.217ݐ௦ (A II-12) 
 
Dependence of the outer surface for unit cell is found as: 
 
 ܵ௦௨௥௙,௨௖ = ܽଶ ቆ8.94 ൬
ܽ
ݐ௦൰
ି଴.ସସ
− 1.07ቇ ∙ 10ି଺	[݉ଶ] (A II-13) 
 
The outer surface of the rectangular diamond lattice is found as: 
 
 ܵ௦௨௥௙ = ܽଶ ቆ8.94 ൬
ܽ
ݐ௦൰
ି଴.ସସ
− 1.07ቇ ∙ 10ି଺݊௫݊௬݊௭[݉ଶ] (A II-14) 
 
Specific surface ܵ௩ = ܵ௦௨௥௙/ ௧ܸ௢௧ is found as: 
 
 
ܵ௩ =
0.02083 ቀܽݐ௦ቁ
ଶ − 0.5697 ቀܽݐ௦ቁ + 5.643
ܽ 	[݉
ିଵ] 
(A II-15) 
 
Therefore, by defining the number of unit cells in x-,y-,z-direction, unit cell size ܽ and strut 
thickness (ݐ௦), the main geometric parameters of diamond lattice may be obtained. 
 

 APPENDIX III 
 
 
ADDITIONAL METHODS OF FOAM ANALYSIS 
a) Ceramic foam manufacturers use PPI and ݀௣ values that are taken from the producers 
of polymer foams. In turn, the latter usually define them according to their own 
internal test methods (FXI, 2014). Figure-A III-I shows dependence of average pore 
diameter on pore size. 
 
 
 
Figure-A III-I Average Pore Diameter vs 
Pore Size  
Taken from (FXI, 2014) 
 
From Figure-A III-I it might be obtained relationship ݀௣ = ݂(ܲܲܫ) as: 
 
 ݀௣ =
17.7
ܲܲܫ − 1.4	[݉݉] (A III-1) 
 
b) Assuming the pores are cylindrical and of uniform pore distribution, X. Fu et al. 
(1998) proposed the definition of the mean pore diameter by knowing PPI and the 
porosity of the foam: 
 
 
݀௣ = 25.4ඥ
4ߝ/ߨ
߱  
(A III-2) 
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c) Assuming the tetrakaidecahedron unit cell with triangular strut cross-section, L. J. 
Gibson and M. F. Ashby (1988) proposed the definition of ݀௣ based on strut 
thickness (ݐ௦) and porosity (ߝ): 
 
 ݀௣ =
ݐௌ[1 − 0.971(1 − ߝ)଴.ହ]
0.5338(1 − ߝ)଴.ହ  
(A III-3) 
 
d) According to J.-F. Despois and A. Mortensen (2005) ݀௣ is defined as: 
 
 
݀௣ = ݀௖ඨ
ߝ − 0.64
1.08  
(A III-4) 
 
Table-A III-1 Comparison of various methods for finding pore diameters 
 
Parameter Method 
Pore Density, PPI 
10 PPI 30 PPI 60 PPI 
#1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 
Open Porosity 
(ߝ௧௢௧,௏ீ), [%] e) 85.61 84.77 81.37 74.80 87.71 89.34 
Strut thickness 
(ݐ௦), [mm] f) 0.94 0.98 0.69 0.91 0.42 0.39 
݀௣, [mm] 
a) 2.0 0.619 0.302 
b) 2.66 2.64 0.86 0.82 0.45 0.45 
c) 2.93 2.92 1.74 1.74 1.48 1.53 
d) 2.48 2.59 1.19 0.85 0.97 1.14 
a) (FXI, 2014) 
b) (X. Fu et al., 1998) 
c) (L. J. Gibson & M. F. Ashby, 1988) 
d) (J.-F. Despois & A. Mortensen, 2005) 
e) VGStudio MAX 3.0 (see section 2.2.2.1). 
f) Analysis of image cross-sections (see section 2.2.2.2). 
 
 APPENDIX IV 
 
 
TEST BENCH: OVERALL DIMENSIONS 
 
 
Figure-A IV-I Test bench overall dimensions 

 APPENDIX V 
 
 
USED EQUIPMENT AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
Uncertainty analysis of equipment (ݑ௖) has been calculated according to R. S. Figliola and D. 
E. Beasley (2011) as: 
 
 ݑ௖ = ටݑଵଶ + ݑଶଶ + ⋯+ ݑ௞ଶ 
(A V-1) 
where ݑ௞ is the uncertainty of some k-element of error. 
 
List of used equipment with corresponding instrumental uncertainties is presented in 
Table-A V-1. Uncertainties for each gas analyzer were calculated according to Eqn. (A V-1) 
based on linearity and repeatability errors. 
 
List of used concentrations of span gases is presented in Table-A V-2. 
 
Table-A V-1 List of equipment’s operation range and accuracy 
 
Parameter Equipment Full scale Instrument uncertainty* 
Mass flow controllers 
Air 
Azbil MFC MQV0200 0–200 lpm ± 1 % (± 2 lpm) 
Cole-Parmer IRF RK-
32900-54 10–100 lpm ± 4 % (± 4 lpm) 
CH4 
Omega FMA 5400/5500 0–15 lpm ± 1.5 % (± 0.225 lpm) 
Omega FMA 5400/5500 0–15 lpm ± 1.5 % (± 0.225 lpm) 
Gaz analyzers 
CO CAI Model 200 0–10 % ± 0.17 % 
NOx CAI 600 Series 0-50 ppm ± 0.43 ppm 
CH4 CAI 600 Series 0-200 ppm ± 1.73 ppm 
CO2 ABB Multifid URAS 14 0–30 % ± 0.45 % O2 0–100 % ± 1.73 ppm 
Thermocouples 
Temperature Omega K-type (d=0.032’’) 273-1523 K max ± 9.4 K 
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Uncertainties according to flame speed (ܧௌ) and equivalence ratio (ܧథ) were calculated 
according to H. Gao, Z. Qu, W. Tao, Y. He, and J. Zhou (2011) as: 
 
 
ܧௌ = ቈ൬
߲ܵ
߲ ሶܸ ߲ ሶܸ ൰
ଶ
+ ൬߲߲ܵܣ ߜܣ൰
ଶ
቉
ଵ
ଶ
/ܵ 
(A V-2) 
 
ܧథ = ൥ቆ
߲߶
߲ ሶܸ஼ுర
߲ ሶܸ஼ுరቇ
ଶ
+ ቆ ߲߶߲ ሶܸ௔௜௥ ߲
ሶܸ௔௜௥ቇ
ଶ
൩
ଵ
ଶ
/߶ 
(A V-3) 
 
Flame speed 
 
ܣ = 81.07	[ܿ݉ଶ] 
ߜܣ = ߨ(0.1)
ଶ
4 = 7.85 ∙ 10
ିଷ	[ܿ݉ଶ] 
ܵ = 34.6	[ܿ݉ݏ ] 
ሶܸ௠௔௫ = 168.23	 ൤
ܮ
݉݅݊൨ = 2803.83	[
ܿ݉ଷ
ݏ ] 
 
߲ܵ
߲ ሶܸ =
1
ܣ = 1.23 ∙ 10
ିଶ	[ܿ݉ିଶ] 
 
߲ܵ
߲ܣ = − ሶܸ௠௔௫ ൬
1
ܣଶ൰ = −0.427	[ܿ݉
ିଵݏିଵ] 
 
߲ ሶܸ = ට൫߲ ሶܸ ൯௔௜௥,ଵ
ଶ + ൫߲ ሶܸ ൯௔௜௥,ଶ
ଶ + ൫߲ ሶܸ ൯஼ுర,ଵ
ଶ + ൫߲ ሶܸ ൯஼ுర,ଶ
ଶ = ඥ2ଶ + 4ଶ + 2 ∙ 0.225ଶ =	
= 4.48	 ൤ ܮ݉݅݊൨ = 74.72	[
ܿ݉ଷ
ݏ ] 
 
Finally, the uncertainty according to flame speed (ܧௌ) is calculated as: 
 
ܧௌ = [(1.23 ∙ 10ିଶ ∙ 74.72)ଶ + (−0.427 ∙ 7.85 ∙ 10ିଷ)ଶ]
భ
మ/34.6 ∙ 100% = 2.66[%] 
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Equivalence ratio 
 
ሶܸ௔௜௥,௠௔௫ = 158.28	[
ܮ
݉݅݊] 
ሶܸ஼ுర,௠௔௫ = 9.95	[
ܮ
݉݅݊] 
 
߲߶
߲ ሶܸ஼ுర
= 9.48 1ሶܸ௔௜௥,௠௔௫
= 5.99 ∙ 10ିଶ	[݉݅݊ܮ ] 
 
߲߶
߲ ሶܸ௔௜௥ = −9.48ቆ
ሶܸ஼ுర,௠௔௫
ሶܸ௔௜௥,௠௔௫ଶ
ቇ = −0.38 ∙ 10ିଶ	[݉݅݊ܮ ] 
 
߲ ሶܸ௔௜௥ = ඥ2ଶ + 4ଶ = 4.47	[
ܮ
݉݅݊] 
 
߲ ሶܸ஼ுర = ඥ0. 225ଶ + 0.225ଶ = 0.32	[
ܮ
݉݅݊] 
 
Finally, the uncertainty according to equivalence ratio (ܧథ) is calculated as: 
 
ܧథ = [(5.99 ∙ 10ିଶ ∙ 0.32)ଶ + (−0.38 ∙ 10ିଶ ∙ 4.47)ଶ]
భ
మ/0.6 ∙ 100% = 2.54	[%] 
 
Table-A V-2 Used concentrations of span gases 
 
Gas type Equipment Span gas 
CO CAI Model 200 0.24 % 
NOx CAI 600 Series 39.8 ppm 
CH4 CAI 600 Series 160 ppm 
CO2 ABB Multifid URAS 14 30 % O2 20.95 % 
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WIRING DIAGRAM 
 
 
Figure-A VI-I Test bench wiring diagram 
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